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Butler Tape - Thursday July 11 
The day after John Mitchell appeared before the House Judiciary Committee 
The day after the News Headlines and complete news articles on the differ-
ences in the Nixon White House transcripts, and the Judiciary Committee's 
transcripts and those same tapes. 
Now let's see if it's moving. 
hand. Everything is rolling. 
again. 
It's rolling. Well I can't see through your 
Alright now I guess we have to start all over 
This is Thursday morning following the testimony on Wednesday 1of John Mitchell. 
He testified earlier on Tuesday evening for about an hour. He refused to take 
the 5th Amendment although the Committee clearly indicated to him and the 
Chairman himself and Counsel before hand that if he choosed to take the 5th 
Amendment he would have been excused or not even called if he let us know and 
that's happened by Halderman for example, but he didn't I think it goes back 
(
to the history of maybe, Joe McGarthy, perhaps, it's where started in but 
~# through the mentality and the thought process of people like John Mitchell. 
1'il/:_he 5th Amendment has become equivalent to an admission of quilt. To plead 
-,f1'~·, j:.hat the 5th Arnemdment does not require you to testify on a given point or 
_......--area is a Contintutional right which would not be invoked by anybody with a 
clear conscious. Stated otherwise if you have nothing to hide, why hide 
behind the 5th Amendment. Strickly speaking the 5th Amendment says that a man 
~ )?~q+J4Pot be forced to testify against himself. John Mitchell's lawyer 
C'MUf~oo that if the testimqny that John Mitchell would - it would not be 
gainst himself. This is my paraphase of it, but it would be for himself. 
ut the reason he did not want to testify, the re son he did not think he 
hould be required to testify is that these were matters that were charged 
gainst him and the indictment of the conspiracy case which is coming on for 
trial in Septewh. e rr o£ this year. It's ironical I think that John Mitchell 
as been so ~ oy ~~ e years on this particular point that he now find 
hims.el£ · osi tio?i'"" he can not invoke the 5th Amendment without impos-
ing on himself. The llil ication w ich he is so previously, so liberally 
a pplied in the pas , is frien s. 'Ilk-maybe it was a little imposing, 
this indignity on him. ~ ew of it was that clearly h~ would be required 
to testify if we need his ev1cte11ce. On one --occasion in the cros s of his 
e xaminations the questi on was askedto affirm or deny was almost in the 
identical language of one of the alligation of the indictment. Mitchell's 
lawyer was objecting that this was fundamental constitutional right that he 
should be required to answer that sort of question and rather than an 
repeachive objection he recorded a privilage of having not continuing the 
objection as the Chairman said to everything which was alright. The way he 
procedurely handled it the Chairman overruled him ana said that he knew of 
no such Constitutional right and John Do ~ said he knew of no such Consti-
tutional right that would protect you from testifying as the criminal pro-
ceeding which was pending else where. It offends my se~ of due process 
and I thought it was unnecessary. I joined in an objection raised by his 
Counsel and on the particular one I just mentioned before and Ginner got on 
his high horse and seems to think his professional integrity was being 
uestioned or in technical qualifications that he wouldn't ask a question if 
it wasn't alright. It really is a shock to me, let me finish that line firs~, 
but the Chairman, however, agreed with me and Counsel for the witness that h 
shouldn't be required to answer that specific question unless he an awfu1 ·· 
good reason for it and he didn't think much of the reason that Ginner gave. 
Basically, I think his reason was that he considered everything anybody had 
done in the Executive Branch of Government is relevant to an impeachment 
•• . 
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inquiry but in effective , I think we sort of cut him off there and he quit askin 
those, quit that line of questioning and wind it up pretty quickly after that, 
but I can't help commenting on the Committee's reaction to Albert Ginner's 
performance doing this week. I think his professional standing has diminished 
tremendously. Santclaire, of course, obviously has an easier questioning 
position posture because he doesn't have to go into so much background for us 
but the tedious slow direct examination by Ginner is not necessary in my 
judgment and the judgment of many in the Committee. The General feeling that , 
his professional standing has slipped greatly~one su_ggested tha t he 
had demonst d the value of regular in your at n ance at the Amer i can Bar 
Association meeting. cer ain y 2n."-nk bis professional confidence does not 
appear to be inihe same '1eague with Santclaire's but Ginner would dispute 
that. The particular question I asked along with the objection I joined into 
moment ago, we got a little lecture on, well i wasn't a lecture it was a 
selfing unigy of Albert Ginner and how he practiced s an een men ioned 
evid en-fly75een in the-:_j a"il or gone down to aoor or_ Constitutional princip!es 
andtnings of that natu~ Wnich - is actually uncalled for and it just irritate 
the--a-e-v-±--r out of me that we had to get a lecture of that dimintion from the 
hired help at a time when, when we were - just because we were questioning 
what he was doing and I think that that's index to Mr. Ginner and the view he I 
takes of himself as this preceeding goes on and that's one of the fundamental 
weaknesses of many lawyers but you think a man of his confidence would have 
that . You start identifying yourself with a litigation and lose sight of the 
fact that you have a client and I feel in this instance that Mr. Ginner is 
getting too personally involved in it and too deeply involved as a prosecutor 
in~tead of an investig~tor. ~ohn Dole: never did hold himsel~ out a~ a ~reat 
l 
trial lawyer and certainly he'hadrr't-m±s1:ead us on that and his examination 
of __J:he witness_ has been confident but artles-s-fl ainly not big league. 
I tried again on Wednesday informally- to get a commitment from John Doler as 
to just when he was going to get some kind of memorandum which spells out the 
theories of i mpeachment. I chatted with him for about 5 or 10 minutes during 
one of the breaks and I told him that we had all the information slapped on our 
desk the morning we had to make a decision on it and I didn't want to be in 
that position again and he agreed that happened and it was wrong and it 
wouldn't happen in this case. But again, his promise, he just said he hadri't 
gotten around to it, to working up this brief or memorandum you want to call 
it I suspect that he has. It's further along, but Rodine is having to take ~ 
a i}-'pok at it or somebody like that. We are going to be presented ~ q._P<fl7 
~"~ ropJead one of these days and it's wrong. Another surprising move yesterday 
when we finished the days business quite by chance I happended to be standing 
around on the floor for a minute he brought up a resolution for the printing 
~~~ ing of the Judiciary Committee on the Impeachment 
and 50 , 000 of it's report ana--t.-ne cost is going to be adapted without g~ ing 
~.u(Jh-t--haJfo.us..e_of Administrat1on Committee or anything else. The 
resolution was introducted by Rodino. I don't remember the Committee having 
any discussion of it. I know it hadn't been to the House of Administration 
Commi ttee and I was shocked when I heard it. Mr. Gross you know in our 
procedure unamious consent one person can object but you ask questions by 
reserving the right to object and then questioning th~~,E}~!iA~pp 's presenting 
the resolution. Rodino wasn't presentin~ it. John ~ f rom the House 
of Administration Committee was handling it on the floor but Mr. H. R. Gros~ 
reserve his right to object questioned him pretty extensively on it and it was 
all sort of discussions on it. I start to get in on it myself but I did 
listen. There's some urgency about getting the 20 , 000 printed but none about 
the 50 since the - 50 , 000 report casue we don't even know what the report is 
going to look like maybe. I guess I just wasn't quick with it enou gh because 
• 
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nobody objected. All of sudden when Mr. Grose finished asking his questions 
why the thing selled through without anybody objecting. 
Grose did not object? 
rose dl d not object, Sanman was there, he made a speech against it and he didN 
bject/~ JQ.hn Den:L.!!_lade a speec1l'"with reference to it, he didn't object and 
it's just a little bit surprising that ~t went on through. Of course, the 
practical matter the Democrats ha\:it.... got~ votaj
1
but surprising to me that - caus 
what I think is that there now getting to print 50,000 of this report and 
~y are going to write a report very daminCl-.Q! the President of the United 
States. A e =t as a instrume-nt to_ steam- the impeachment proceeding 
on e floor and perhaps in the Senate._ I 'm a little bft ais i:urbed with the 
strategy of iE. Ed Hu t chinson, however, agreed the resolut~on a~parently. 
That surprised me t oo , b u t he didn't discuss it with anybody but he just 
approved it. Well it just means that we got to get ready to write a strong, 
not we as an individual but we the Republican got to write strong opinions 
if we!:re differ from what the repor=c-i s - going to be because I think regardless 
of how- the impeachment vote goes there is going to be a Democ rat position far 
more extreme-than the cent er role of the_ position_ that most of the Committee 
going to take an~ to ga the r the histor y o f the World was with 50,000 
o pies of this trash upsets me, upsets me more that the Republican raise and 
I kind of imbarrassed that I didn't myself get to my feet and object because 
I thought clearly that's what somebody else was going to do and then boom it 
was over. That happens in the House so you just got to live and learn. It 
on3::Y cost people or the ~ x payers ~ illion dollars. 
CUT OFF 
Yeah , ~ thought, well ye,s I thought Mr. Grosf was going to object, I thought 
Mr. Sarnrtan was goingc to object, I thought Mr. Fren?t;ifl 4 was going to object 
and th& e were a lot of people taking part in it and All of a sudden it was 
over. What you do, you live and learn. 
Do you have a notion that they are going to try to get this 50 , 000 copies out 
shortly or----- a public opinion against the President? 
I strongly suspect that I will see the report the same time 50,000 Americans 
do. I think that the report is, my guess is that the report is in draft form 
at this very moment. 
Which means certainly tha t the the ory of impeachment is in effect by the staff. 
The staff, that's right, yeah and of course if it's e ound theory that I don't 
have any basis to object to the surprise but if it' s' an u~ ound theory, I 
think, well I think we ought to have reasonable opportunity to test it and even 
talk to others about it. That's where we are on that. 
Have you begun to form in your own mind yie possible theory of impeachment if 
you decide that impeachment is called for. 
} Mi 
)
Alright let me go back to my conversation with John ~ cause I asked him. 
Basically, he is noW developing his theory he discussed alone the line that 
the circumstances, so clearly indicate that ev~rybody in the ri~g of Presidenti, 
Power was involved in a conspiracy to accomplish these things and that the 
conspiracy itself included a commitment o~ agreement to withhold any evidence 
Pas;e ·4 
from the PresidPnt to crPate a pattern denabil~ty. That's the word Sill 
Hungate used with me some little time ago and that • s popped up from several 
different areas and f'O that •s theol:)' _ ~l11;,t •s evolvi'1g on one hand . ....__Now that 
to be accom anied by a whole lot o~t acts 9r circumstances and I said 
we that ' s what you ca_ vicarious ia i_ ity, which you know that the master 
is responsible for the ac-ti. on of his serva2tc ~}Wh has very ~i ttlc to do with 
the criminaJ law. 3 o I said th2 t ' s the d w %1 JL-,1m of vicari ou~ ?i)ia bi 1 i ~y and 
he said oh no it •s not vicarious, it•s circumstances , it ' s a ring of_circum-
s an'·i~l evidence that wren you add all th - · t.ogethrr they 
spe--l.J......::~eti;y si;rong y a · as a conspiracy and the President was 
part of it. ~r-:se-, -trre-- -ctirect link: that the Pres fdent is missing but they 
are ofaccumlating all the circumstancer ·.vh ich indicates - well I think that ' s 
I real reservation atout the belivity about t11at. I~, T thirk the 
President can be impeachment 0'1. ci rcumstc:intiaJ cvidenc 0 that iz the circum-
st::i:@ces tl'at h 7 wac; 0tandL1,.~cre_!d ,tlr _a_Km±~ ah.d b1ood rurning o:1t vict~m•s , _ b..§.Qt but the circumstances th - screaming tl:rcugh the Iouse v·ith a 
~~0d:Y J<:nj fe doesn't impose a conviction on h5.m or · ce on him so 
· the c ircur.1s tantial evidence is that I have -heard at moT'lent in rec al 1 doesn't 
make ..th.gt same strong ca:::-c that he ' "" talking about, therefore. And other 
theory j~ , lire o see tr.at law r ~ · · a cied out or confied 
which is a Cans ti tuti ona J mendTPent. 'rhos e 2 re the two s i tua fi on the two 
theories that they ' ve ~ot working at the moment. ~nd then, thirdly of course 
':1-re the (just pul 1 inc car) ~reP cars 1 i ned np t.o.gether. One of !hem btt(nped 
into the rear of the other so they stopped and held up traffic. You .know, 
durinr- the War they just tai.rn a. dafAn airplane that crashed and just scrape 
it off with a bull dos er and I think we ought Jdnd of do that on the freeway. 
_______ ~ ( ( Uc3-l/{ }}!!§- Qd /MOUE ) 
c>crrCJflc 
Those two th'2ories are certc..inly the E@ j"88::-h theories that he ' s working on. 
l ow third area of impeachment actual --0v'ii~rort on the part of the Preside.nt. guess they are the t~r:t4' that troublesme the most, the one,-!_he •P75,000 he two is the ff~ »il~it set@ and tho thim_oree is the tax problem. now 
there maybe others=-t°hat arP in the ovalvert ac't-area that is a definite 
Presidential link. ~ith refPrence to the ~75 ,000 - and of cour~e Santc laire •s 
stratec·y c11ri om:; to take out the microscope on th~_. the less out on:: ,UTT'---
now-1.. think be •s entitled to t11at. I think that•s the appropriate way to do it 
But I think you have enough little itews that ~pell~ big picture hut I ' m not 
sure that - T ' m interested to see vrhat kind of _big.. pict.\JJ'.'P he c8.n develop on 
that the , ,., · re erence to - ,e ~ , 0-00~ _pratty well, one thing I think 
it ' s been pretty well esta15 _"' _, , t-hi:s-wee.k is that the President knowledge, 
discussion and conversation with John Dean with reference to the ~7 5 ,000 did 
,:: ,, infJuence the _pourse - I •_m quite-YlQ]_J satisfied that decisior:_by rule to 
pay the ;$75__,M~. V(e- made or hi::: own hook independent of any kind of P,resid-
den-=t affection. ,Toh_n ~~i tchel ~ has testified before and again yestei::.day 
that he said '~~,1~ we] 1 that ' s the thin.a; you _go t to do since_ YQu~e 
already done f~.- ThRi1 s only attorneys fees, since it 1 s attorneys fee~. You 
got to settle that commitment. Anyway, ~ohn Mitchell, Mithcell telephon 
conversation with Halderman . 
You ' re going to go to the Office? 
Yeah, I better go to the Cffice, John lfitchell •~~t~lephone conversatiori with 
Halderman , he ins istly after, aftPr tal[!id, to ~ed.w _ John Mitchell telephone 
records does not indicate ariy caU to B4:id,ie and I think: that's the fir:?t 
statement on the 21st. I th i __ rik- th2.. t pie ture is pre tty well fallen in 1 ine 
that the President commitment to John Jean unless he tell us differently 
Pae/:' 5 
today, ~Tohn DPan didn ' t c,o ont and on the basic of thay say that somebody pay 
the ~75 , 000 the President ' s it done. 
You think that was already in motion? 
/\ -
?"f think i. t wa<? not only in moti 0n T thin Ir it is a ossj 12il i ty it had been 
1 
accomp 1s e . Tf it wa 0 n 1 accomplis:red e n it sure war:. accomplished 
/ qJJ.1cluy ~e the PrPsident 'N9.s talkin...; to ,Tohn T)ean arcurd l.O in the 
/,.,,,morninc:;. Yon know anc er1J.P rad the rronPy out his sa fp before rioon . He had 
t0 have had 8 coriversati.cn ,.,; th John 111 i.tcheJ l about this and he h8d to also 
ca 11 the ba,::man who came and ,rot the s tu f'f and he had to call t... i tman to find 
~
ut if he was e;o i ng to be hom0 , and just :: thirk that al 1 the time that it 
ok clParly indicates,,,§he r;ot (interruption) and that ' s alJ that I got out 
that . 
''/as John fl' i thcel 7 0~2'.? 
Well, T think John Mitchell iE" a ... '/U;/:;. tuff- minded ~ ort of guy if you know what 
I mean. I think he ' s pr:rfectly c~~ of lying if necessary but he ' s also 
smart enouch not tc have to put himself in a position that •s not necessary. He 
recollects, he has 9 convPnient meMory, T put that way cause his recollections 
are pretty limited. l•ut in vie1n of the ci t uation in which he was in , testi_fy 
inc on the matter ip whic~ he was about to go to trial. I thin~ we can give 
h~little like~'than wha+ h 0 o_:ives anybody else . I sv.re he has modest 
k67/ fl~ recnllection in the ~rea in which he had no recollection but as witness 
he was completely in character wi-:h what we were I have been Jead to believe 
and T thin ne fg_c e "is true he d o~sn • t .ha..Y£_m11_cJ:i expressiori on 
hi _ ce . H0 h~d a Tir0tty gocd s;nse o~ humor, he didn ' t s 0 err to be a bit 
nervous abOUT the :::: ; tu? t i 0 n. .:e tried t o be candid, I mP,a1-i, excuse, l1e wa·-; 
trying to be candid ir the 2ense that he didn ' t give u~ a lot of words in 
re:::;ponse to our r:_ 1 1ecti or,, Fc.--G-ilher recol lccted or he didn ' t and if h<; did he 
i;a ,,e it tc uo. ::: t:::-ai,:;ht . ,[is heal th appeared no L I o be nervou:=:rc- · or c 1 j_ 6htly 
pinK which concer'1.ed. Tt doesn ' t appear to me that he had th:.:i.t kind of over-
lay of factors to irdicate that he was drinking a lot or anythin6 but T wculd 
say that he ' s hel d on it prPtty well , pretty tough cooki0 . r1is lawyer was 
a kind of a. Pmart @-l~k little Bo~ton -::rishman of son'P. Irind. He objPctinc 
himself into i~ and makinc jokes which T thouzht was a little be und i cifiPd 
but he tried. 
1:,rhat 1 s his name, 
Irish name? 
T think so. 
·, oodenl y, yearh T didn ' + k-no111 l--1 ooienly from Adam is that an 
'-\. c_K, tlfiJ )11'#1~ w I ltf? -------
He lorks like an Irishman , h 0 ~aid he was an Mc1overn ~urporter . That ' s about 
all I got or Jol1n Yitch 0 1J. 
They said he had a sense of hu~or, did he? 
l ell, I mean just, when w
0 had a little lau:_:hin2 in the meeti,.,,:i; and he 
miled _ juct a~ qui?kly ~c anybody else : Jeveral occasions which~ thought he 
· as do1.nG alri zht J..n +Prms of not gettJ.n('" attracted yoi' know , h e Just l_aue;hed 
t off. ·r~ quPstions were stupid, let • s say we had our share. 
It ' s a little early I 6UP'."~ to teJ7. whether the rPleace two days ago to the 
Newspaper~ ~~d radio TV i2 the differencPs betwern the Committee version in 
transrri p ts i n on° aspect-----------
"'e,e o 
Yeah, I thought the Washiretor Post ov 0 r stated it in it ' s story yesterday, 
I hav 0 n 1 t SP.en the local pPnPr~ to find out what the local react~on is, ~o 
I think th~r0 1 s been Pnough prepublication publicity of tbe dispirity between 
the tapes to net to b~ a se~R~ion as they would have i~. Jut 1 can't help 
relating the release yesterday of those tran~cripts to the action wnich took 
place on the floor to publishin~ those reJort, Quite obviou~Jy ?o~ino is 
movinc into the pros~cutor ar,roqch he ' s~ CJess with being a minority you ' re 
stuck with that. 
no~s that make it more difficult for yo~ to retain judicious and uncommitted 
i-~11, it puts 'l...little TfnY'(LCJ_)~r~ in i.t ~s':' h1.i.t nov1 T really rnade 11p my 
~ a "l-onc tim0 a 0 o that ' m not ..3.Q1n~ to bP influenced by th::-t, and T 
try Lit~ rrot to but tlra L ' s why T 1 m c- o 1.nxi 0 1 ts to 0et to see exactly ho·,1 thi:y lay 
this thjne out and what thPir theorie2 f0r ~n i~p0achment. I dor • t think that 
we ' d be infl.t~nced by editori~1 commits, l mean generally in ~8ner~l a reac-
tion of' thi n<:sc, T 0 we · , t. 7 • r a 7 03_rn s .J.. of as we c.;o ber~,F'C' the 
public reaction was a way of v1_;1idinrr pre+ty q_uJcl<.:ly on . in.,.,, and T 
tr1.nv- w0 can beat thr al d ho"'C:,P to death and a l i tt1e oe what they are doing 
on both sides, I mean both cidAs wnen say now, now it 1 s obvious to ~odino and 
I dcn 1 + kno"t '"ho ' s heJ.pin: h;m r'lake the le2.der:::;r.ip. rniv,, :ihit0 r:ouse on tnc 
other ha0ct CtrP. p1ayi n::; th.ei.r p<>),rti.cular tune,: to ;:,_ , oint th~ t tl•c pubJ i8 j s 
"'has ed w1 th thcIP. ( 7 _ cK, 7,4f& 
\.._ I ~ <¥<1 -
f , - IV 
·:vhat I m<;ant is the "",,,p::rcnt turn. of Rod;vi,-., .ll+'act finder1rirosccuto1:;if tha.t
1 s 
what ' s happeninr;. Doe''"' that make it a 7ittJ 0 more dif'f:i.cult +o +r-c""e of yott 
who are f'omewhat still considered f~ct finderf' 8v 0 r at t~ts point? It ' :::; the 
qepubli~an who is sayinz ~0 e that •~ what those di.rty democrats, what we ar0 
thinkin~ that if anybody that ' s trying to ..... . 
Yeah, that •~ richt wn are g 0 tti~, thqt I told so arproarh I just th~n~ that 
.. wy rea8h 0 d tli"' Doint. that recorrriiz 0 ,,,.., :,,.:,t _:--0+ :to r,,c, --: . 7 i t4:-10 rrore. alert and 
l,,){ut still;+ '1""''+ lnnvr> u~ a'7. ohli,,.:1,tion ~hat it alwayf' hav0. l';e !rn.ve to 
+,-, t:c a 1 ook at 1.t and q:,p what we can c o'l1° 'JP 'l!i -':;h. --c::Rarch it. 
OK T better sO , 
Lu vv1= _;pt f !/fb-
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This foilows an interview with Peterson saying that he was the most candid 
and most effective witness we've had. He voiced it a little bit, little bit 
high pitched too impressive but he has a physical presPnce and a degree of 
sincerity that made him a vecy, very e.f"fec.tiv:e wttness, the direct examina-
tion by John D~1fna.s f(~rted once more his lack of experience and there 
were a number of interruptions by the members of the Committee as------
he would examine him after a conversation and get up to the point then, 
then fail to listen to response and we would have to ret him back to it and 
that's happened several times but basically he gave us a pretty, pretty 
strong review of what happened The circumstances preceding his vis-rt with 
the Pr~ident. ~ You know,~it•smost impressive I ,o-uess a. 11 
~~~ guys that are suddently major . s. , n this drama are just as 
1/much stra~s to the President as they are to us Ul? ~ntil the time that 
t~y took nlacP in i "'7 • .. 1-,'or example, John Dean and his testimony before hP 
really got to be critical had not over one or two rPal interviews with the 
President. Pe's been in his office swePping up or something but----- but 
on a practical point of view he just haddPn been involved with the PresidPnt. 
H_enden Peterson said prior to his interview with the President on the, I 
believe it was the 15th of April 1973, he really never had met the President. 
He•s been 1hnis office on. occasional----- but he's never had a c0nv 0 rsation 
~ with him. ~o he went into some detail, his priminary statements after that 
basically he has headed the Department of Criminal Justice. I suspect he 
has header responsibilities but he was ,· 1 l e 1 o~ Saturday morning to, and 
~
1 
this has been acounted, I suspect before, although 1 did not have the same 
~
ling that he presentPd with a kind of a fasinating presentation of how 
was advised to devote to the Watergate case and he had to come in on a 
nrday morning a11d discuss it with St l b~rt who was the prosecutor §](lb~rt 
and then they got thP attorney ~0 neral and had a confek~r~;#h him at 1:30 
to 4:JO in the morning. It wa~ Sunday morning when ~a .a went to see 
the President and came back and told our man that Peterson said he was with-
drawing, recusing is the word he used and then PPterson had an interview 
with the President around 4:00 that afternoon. ~ow he could well unlo~d to 
the President, of course, this i~ an imhrassing_situation because this is 
the tape that ran o on April 15, 1973, so we ha~ a pretty detailed account 
of exac y what took place V e er~on and his accounted conversation 
is pretty good and then at the President•s request he gave him a written 
memorandum of what had taken place. I mean wha_:t_ he told him about and 
substance of what it was, of course, is:: that ::bean and Magruder had spilled 
the beans and Halderman and ':{),J,Mifi.tman, h.c felt were so deep!_y ·-involved t-l:J.at 
they angbt tQ__resign. It's a--"'!T-t'tl:e bit shockin~ to me that P-eter~on made 
it rretty clear tha-rtie v:af:.' pretty rightous and the President -✓1as not sur-
prised · · 1 at what he said which surprised i''r. Peterson, well 
Santclaire I got him on cross examination.i There. were a possihility ttat 
Claimbeac:r told him about it earlier in th day when he had his interview 
with him but his assistant caid nalderman nd "7 ickerman resi i ned and the 
President•~ rPc~~t~rce of it under these circumstances and the----- of 
the President to tel] at the same time a11 of the things that John Dean to_bd 
hi,m_earlier on his cancer commentary on r. arch 21 d<l not,'~~ot reflect 
weJ 1 on tre Presic,ent. The- crecii faoil i ty of Peters on' s1.bstantial with 
m~ r-ort of -aTier integrity about it that it•s har too hard to over 
raise a conscious, rard working, ta 7 ented public servicer but he wac,, Drepared 
Pl f)4i', L~ 1 ,....0, 1'-1-?}<'Y ~ ~"'· 




rathen than "'TJprehend in somethi11g that he badn •t approved of 
a:s pleased with his tectinony and encouraged about it. lie had 
a discussi~ President about irruni ty al"d the things that indicated 
that the President did not, was not totally carryi ng it with him. Also 
that ~~ickerman i nfluenced with what the President was doirg in re 0ard to 
the irriuni zati on of John Dean arid White HousP witnesses and alike. I guess 
the thine th · s me most is tb.at. t-he--l2.r.asids~J1t assurea PetPrson. 
·o rse, Peterson went o P -President hecause he felt lik~ ~ ~r_p.c the 
hichest executive officer and these were his two most trusted ~ and that 
he oueht to take the information straight to him. The PrPsident on the other 
hand, when he ~ot thP information in his capacity as the execvtive officer 
of the Covernment, the Chief Fxecutive Officer and that was the rea~·on it 
was taken to him. 
The President assure~ Petercon then and later that, that was just between 
them sort of , it was probably iri a telephone converdation so~ewhat later . 
Then he kept him pocted on how things were developing. What disappoints me 
;:s why the President reassur~o. Peter~on was the one to pass it 
on. lie did in fact caT1 in ,'ickerman ancl Halderman and in effect partici-
pated in their pro,cxam in their defen~e a little bit. ~ affends my sense 
prior to this ~ituation stranrely enoueh Peterson defends the President •s -
ri~ht to do-that , in fact Twas wondering why Santclaire had calJed as a 
wit;~ • had wanted him to be a witness. Until Tom Railsback and his zeal 
to I this thing down asked him what did he think the President done, 
- -- - - - - and Peterson surprised 11srf all by saying that he tl1oue-ht that the 
President would do that. ~'ould have been aprropriate for the Presid~nt to 
- ------ to his employee~ presented to hi~ responsibilities. That was 
developed later 5n examination by Mr . Rai.Jsback. It leaves some real questions 
in my mine, however , ~~--------
It even left some questions after Peterson? 
After Peterson but see Railsback just plain interrupted ----- and then we 
all went to lunch and we came back Santclaire started his examinati on, 2.nd 
when San7t.claire got throu3:h whey Railsback got his turn again in a five 
minute ru,p and he started on the same round again . Peterson enlarged on it 
but basically what he said was he didn 1 t think it was too bad for the 
A~::~t:irt to do that . I am interested ------ --- - -
✓~J \A/el:r-7:TJ.s, it is and I ' m not satisfied with Peterson ' s explanation I think , 
vV"'t in my own view of it the~es i dent shoul.d have said well you ' ve been charged 
~ 1):-herefore ou should get a lawyer a.r,d ta~a~ of absence or resie;n. 
/ K1"i o to the exten . ·er. he participated in an obstruction of justice 
to the extent to which he has acted improper of course , we just got to 
think about it. But it •s pretty much of a disappointment for me . It wasn ' t 
much else in Peterson ' s testimony that I thought was p~~~~larly interesting . 
I was surprised to lear n that the suggestion of Judge -has originated 
with Peterson~. He been in the Justice Department and worked with him for 
years and rec9,1n,mended him for the Judge ship potential. I mean endorsed and 
he recommended ~ when he asked for who he had in mind . l{l, f1flP ,-~iv51 --Thus was for the Judge? 
~ e?_-Pl/1(1~ 
For the Head FBI and he al.so told ~that he didn •t think it would be 




Peterson d i dn •t 1~r1ow who Ei:~ was ta]l·ing to? 
V 
I d idn • t say that·, no, Eick('rrnan ta l'{ed to him later so - yes, the Eic tcerrnan 
conversation with Judge Burne took place not at this time but sornetiMe there-
after . 
Peterson must have expressed or did express dismay in making that approach . 
He sure did , well he just said no don •t do it . - -- - - - - -- -
~---- - - cffelCIQ 
· ~ our republican ~ .ear-1-X._ this morning and I didn ' t get notice of 
it in time to attend . And I kind of' view those with-some mix erno·uon so 
r~did- not go , · nk for the first time that it looks · its go_ing 
to...J?e some bloo<;[J;hed8 becauf'e when we •re also roug Ed hutchinson 
announced that he couldn ' t understand how th"8---..qepnblican could vote for the 
irn-12,~,ch~t af a Republic President. If he did that he Just wasn~t a 
Republican and that brought some evidently someirivate_yocaJ response from 
'I1om Railsback. And surprised me too because up o now I think he sort of 
bent backwards. Corne on in. \• 1hat you got? 
Where are we? 
You were at the point where Hutchinson had made this remark . 
Ra.__ilsback challenged i t and that mnst for a little bit of heated discussion 
bll!._I wan •t present so I won •t report it. It •s just the fa.ct that Hutchi~son 
has taJ:rnn that pos1.t1.on. -
,,----:; 
- -- -- - - - ------ - - (t(fJtr ,4 ... ;; t, ~ ~~ 
vL, because the only reason for example , he passed rather than undertaking 
£;1h;
11
influence of out( voting. He had passed rather than receivine; his 
influence from the voting . In this occasion he seems to be taking the lead 
in determining who ' s true republican and who ' s not. 
Right, that ' s exactly rieht . 
Yeah, did anyone else get a good letter or memo? (?) 
Oh I don •t know, T don ' t thirik anybody else got into it. But yet he passed 
one time and then voted aTter everybody else got throuch so that he wouldn ' t 
influenc e our vote. I forgot the s i tuation. 1ut I •ve always known how he 
felt about i_t but T dori 1 t thinlr hP was c:oing to ta1.<::e to ~ hif' will on 
the group. This fiurprised me. So followinG that "9i 71 ..c; ~ told me about 
it when I yot to the Committee meetinc. We went to lunch and -- - - - joined 
us and later Railsback. 
Jim Johnson tel ls abo1J.t the pre~sure you are under from your U-fl.S_eted col lague 
and I wasn ' t aware of any pressure. But it surprised me a little bit. So 
maybe there is somP talk ~oin~ around but nobody - --- - to present me wi~h it . 
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So but that wee intProstin~ a~d W8 discuscpd because I feel like the 
1
four 
of us, '3re thP clo2P,...t to ·..,,.,.,,"l_f"hment, I feel like_!::!.§.__milta ~ Fic,h ana Co~-t/ 
are pretty rnuc:b determi nPd to votA ' mpeachment. RaiJcoack and I have 
res _ Ju . grnent but it • f' interesting 4:-n tneir view of it. At the 
mome!lL we have trouble figurinG out exactly what tl'e strategy is and what 
the proposal is in terms of theory and so we •re hoping that wou~d develop . 
They ' ll probably be meetinE over the weekend but I thought I would rather 
go and read up. And meet on it when we ~et back. The other thine that seems 
to develop apparently I wae upset about the rosolution that went through 
to print all of thos 0 t:bings and the ~enate sent it back with a charge of 
which T haven ' t examined ---- - when he-- - - - that it carne bac~ bas i cally 
with the Senate requiring that it be - that they resale them rather than 
give them away and c,ave the tax payer a little money. And they asked again 
unanimous c0nsent for the approval of the resolution es amended and at 
this time John Toserbw and H . R . ~ os~ objected and so now it wilJ have to 
be voted on by the -- --- and cJad the dRmn pleased to that vote . Alright 
now that takes care of Peterson. 
1·1/hat else do you want to a.sk? 
John Dean 
Alright now ,Tohn DeaP testified yesterday , all day or 1.1hursday. John Dean 
is the same old John nean T r-uess . J-l'is r0call is good as it 2lways h c n 
"4is fact-s come back to him pre t ty qui c y. T ere are severa ungc that 
di_s.tu-rbs --m.e a little bit about him. Let sE=>e, we better start it off while 
I ' m t r ying to find voluntary ---.:.~ disruption is in tape-- - ------- - . 
Here self assured a witness that most people eaw on televjsjon he hadn ' t 
changed his monatone. 1-rp •s freller than I tho11,.r:ht 1 IPayS'°e he ' s lost weJ...;ht. 
Bu"'E he did not look real stro11,"'; a,1d --ct+un •t look very forcefully in appearance. 
Frai~, o~ ~Gl e or what 9 
·se1 1 doP~"1't hav0 :r1 ' 0 h co 1 or any"1ay , he kind of a, so:;:-+ o-P, somPWhPre betw00n 
a j ~ d ~ in the dart completion area so if you were pale it would be hard to 
pick up. r think if h::> work the ratio at moment I think he could do that 
with clear conscious . Vie had a pretty extrinf'ive examination of John .g~n but 
I really di dn ' t feel like he c ontri but eel a whole 7 ot 4 f/A.. s ~ t otaL-1human 
knowledue that we didn ' t already have. My own view of -it was that he didn ' t 
implicat e the Pr8sident any ~reater than he did before . I was J.ittle bit 
shoc kd to see that the 1\rewspaper didn 1 t imply this morning that had . l\•iy view 
of what he s~id was pretty much what he 1 d said all along, one sheraid that he 
been through hPfore about askine the I~S to help him with it and then it 
didn ' t work ou+. ---- - r; ov ld he l ry ·Ni th thP. observa tiori that his c oopera ti.re 
witnes~ for this particular linP of testimony- - --- bJt his is been living 
•1hen h0 could 11a ve tes i fied to the subject earlier. ,~ o I made a mental no€' to 
heck to see if C apman had bPeYJ. involved , but it is disturbinu to me to lPar n 
hat thi IRS sor of thirig had been developin~ for a year or two ----- and I 
yertainly ,Q. _ TR. tu_rnP , .. . , urne back 1n J.s--;;-f'forl',; and wondered--
w'hettrer tria.t •s t roper ~~-so r got to add tltat to m_y J.is.t. of pQtin'ti8.l 
irn.neacha b le of fen PS is u:.:, ,: .. c • 0 ro::----ili.e Tnten.ctea llS e o.f th_E" TR'-~ 
in the invalidat1 ~w. T was concerneda.bout tDat, Also John Dole 
C ftJ 7 rtJ £ ,z CI- ck, TAft 
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disappoints me again in his examination of the witness he never really 
asked the - - -- - he ' s thinking about so:netl,ing else a fter he ask the 
question instead of listening to the answer . Several times I thought he 
had him pinned down on somethint:; that might have been critical and then he 
went off somewhere else, John Dean teels us that he was pure untiJ he 
came back from ~anila after the break in and then he undertook the cover up 
Santclaire a~ked him the quection , The reason I mentioned that is because 
he kept saying well thereafter anytime he did anything wrong he excused it 
on the grotmds that he was pl:~-{snent was the word he kept using. 
lie was what? ~ Si56'- ~5 ]4/ w(7N~5S: ,!loo{. 
Prl!i:~nent -----
Prllnent 
Yeah, Of course to have achived a male pragnency is pretty remarkable but 
that as he said in examination that was his way of sayinG that havi"lg 
found himself a faller man His standards became some what lower and so 
when he was as·ved to do s6fuPthi n~ or to cover up further why it fped upon 
itself, Which I can believe but watchjng John Dean and realizing that he 
rfally didn ' t bail out unti 7 McCord started putting heat on him and he was 
ornered and he wen~ and hegied ~or imunity, And I think that •s the thing 
we learned out of Peterso"l that althouB;h said my lawyer did all the talking 
about i~unity. It was John Dean ' s idea and John Dean had authority over ~e 
and that •s what he was trying to get. And he was tryi ng to se 7 l out for 
the President , Sell out to save hjs own stin and tha.t •s entirely inc onsistant 
with a ~an who would start a cover up operation when he h2d nothine to hide 
So Sa : _ Pd for that moment , and got dropped because what he wanted 
to establish wasn •t - 1. was covPrinG up he didn •t know the President if 
the President didn ' t ask him to cover up. That was in thP beginning. So 
that •s fine , that ' s all ~antclaire wanted to do, We 1 l I wanted to learn a 
1 · 1 wasn •t skillful when five roim.1.t.Eill__- I haven •t had tha-t 
tn10 ' .ln l ve min.utes 1 C ouldn I t do that much with 
him , Put I would l~ k110;1 - L really have a feeling that Joh:'1lJean is 
a person who •s goi n.:::; TO save his own skil).lw
1
oul~n •t cover up for son:ebody else 
to protect him . Unless he was tryinc; to -- -?-) himself with somebody O:!:' r,e 
Mas trying to cover up for hiITse1f, So I suspect very strongly without 
knowin~ · ' i rr he to establjsh it that John Dean knew about the 
ear .ier break i "l at the :!Jemocrat r:ational Comm1 l, l,ee · c --=::o·soer<?oreak--5. n 
the ill e[;al plurr.mer act1 v""'ttice- and trie whole bit . ~ut he doesn ' t admj_ t it 
but I thir:.k that wa;..: basic. He has c;ood rec a 71, excel 1 ent recal1 but ir my 
judz,ment of course tl:at ro t ~ m@acur e of i nt egr:i ty, As a witness he v,as more 
candid _ than ,Tohn _Tv'Iitchell~mean he recalled better than John l\ritchell ?lJ1d 
he adm1tt .... ·. f' 1lts that he had ]rev1ously - ---- and to~, fnew 
one0 un esr- it w.as Mary~P-Paprri~n.._which I v,asn •t fami1iar with. He •s a Ji.ttle 
bit ~fa smart Alick an he had a big mouth for a lawyer. 
;1/1 /,//,,Uef1i (' tt.J ( )~, 
Do you know his name? 
Hi.s name wa.~ I thi:1~ i.t •s , Sha.f~. <cornethinP- like ,c:;haffern but e dj?n ' t 
make an• f r ien · . , -~itte~ or John Dean. . y the questions 
he- t .s a.c"ked if t'h.ere 11,ere no one in the vr 1 te HousP involvinc; the break in 
then who were you coverint up for? 'rhat was the question I though that was 
pretty critical to what Santcla.ire asked him and he gave us a long answer, 
he gave long answers tr:at war: the way he cot "':; of them by answering long 
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arJ apposed to tr.c r irhpll meth0d of riot rPcallirie. 'l'hat 1 s about all I 
rrot out of John Dear T rl.id!'1't fee 7 like that he --- a.riyr"orc deep2.y 
eYcPpt for the tax thir~ anrt he still i~si~tini ~ometi~e prior to 
March ?l the President wac aware of the cov~r up but he cari 1 t ~lacP tbe 
date. And tha.t •s a1,o'J.t it. ~ fb-·~ 
1id he claiPl he to1d hiPl nrior to :viarch ? 1 ? f7,. .ifa ~✓,~l M✓1~~ 
/~ --- fk{r ·,---1 r-i , 
e h2s a va,rrve rPr'Ullertjon of having donP it but- he car 1 t pir 1.t dowri. P"1 
H~ seems to _trink that we cari g:t a few tgre"' th8.: wi 1 7_ ~elp, 'T'hen=- ~~ a (; _ -: 
ev0nt-e0n m, nutP t2.pe coYJ.ver<:'a t1 on +hat Vff' "lr0 f' ~ l l ... ---~r, ,~.:., t0 a-et with V-
Hal dormc1 n. That ' s in e:xiC"tonre ard in ,Jud,c;e Si r c,;t, possesiori, And we 
tried to ~et it shaken aJose because I sucpprt t 2t it 1 ~ a conversatior 
between HaJderm2n and th 0 PrPFi~ort earlier in the gane and that ' s, .• 
Yrnl mean in the ~um~Pr of 1 7? or what? 
ypah, Vn n, ~n ~n, yoph in the 'ummer of 1 72 T for~ot tbP d?te now but 
I 1 ll make a note of it, T•lJ find out, \rid that •s wh0re we are, 
If rt was soon a-rter the break in? 
,..,oon a-f'ter the break in, yr,aJ1, it ' s one of those days which h0 gave us part 
of the coriversation but not all of it, 
r'ho went after ,")ean ard :ra1d ern,ari, Sane 1 a i rP, s OPlP of thP. mGr1b0rs of 
the Gomr1itte 0 ? 
WeJl, Santclaire waF eras~ examining hjm, tryine to shapP hjc credit8bility 
but he w~sn 1 t quitP as eff 0 ct i v0, kind of cut hjs ---- a little earlier in 
the pvamination by kind of restricting him and I thin~ rP eot out him what 
he wanted to--·- - there are conflicts in his testimony for the :enate they 
have broue:ht out bPforP. He ' s not a cri ical witn°~s at al 1 b1.1.t he may be 
the best witness of cer tain f'ar to, I would certainly e unwi ing o remove 
a"' PF--e · nt on the basis of Y.ihaL ,.LohrL]}ean caid arone. And of course John 
~itchell di inc to hurt the Presidc~t. 
Did he do anythine to help ir a ~ense of beirc a forthcornine wi~ness? 
Well, he h01ped ]1i~ in FevPral o~ the thin~s he caid I tbink was pretty w0ll 
ef'tabl if;hed now that John Deari • s conversation witr. tte President is in (- "")) 
reference to the $75,000 worth inetrumental in a chan ~e for mari that my / 
view o-f' it at the presercP, Cf' course, if' we had the conversation between ' 
the President and [alde-rma.ri which follows that interview somewhere alone; the 
line but hell - riiht now that ' s where we are, 
~ow important is that to establish exactly when that was paid? Joes that 
matter in terms of the cons~iracy sense - Does it matter i-f' it ' s not shown 
the the person triPd to cut off any for hir1? 
Well, the earlier you ~lace the President knowledge the more ---- - it is, The 
way it •s shaping up now th& Prerid9nt r 0 a1Jy never took any af'firmatiye 
action that h0 was:1 •t Pmbarracced into d~ _r11cCord blew tlie whis-tle, Dean 
/ t-old him the stor • And the PrQs j dent c..e.r:.1§.inly __ didn ' t say Dean go ----- -
Sa ire he can find statements where he sug~ested that Dean had to go to 
the Crand Jury but he didn ' t say you ' re relieved until you go to testify 
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which the appropriate way to ac-t , you know we had this disc~ssion before. 
The same abo1.lt P.a lderrnn.!1 ard '"':ickPrrnan they nr;vc"' - he ' s taken an;-_,r , l--c was ·J 
~ust ----- and to Pet0rson alnnct offersive to Peter~o~ he blew h~s top 
~·it~ him scvs~a1 +im';s on collate~a 7 matter~ whi 0 h he ~ouldn •t have do~e 3f 
he didn ' t , wasn ' t ir--itaterl hy it . 
Who blew his top with him? 
The ~re~iAent, several times Peterson said and eot chewed out by the 
President twice on the same day . He didn •t enjoy it very mu~h but he 
felt that trie one of them was examined whe~ he called the President 
attention to the ':i l"'bero: brealc j n one day . ff'he President said well th8 t ' ~ 
n i anal s ocur i t - sta - out of it . nd he chewed him out. GP~ anc;r_y 1?-bou t 
· t. \~'.all :t}:tis is not consir;tant vn w a c 2 ou d have dofilh G.ertai'1ly 
is not 0 onsistant ·11:.th v1hat.he-sr,ou1"d nave done . 'l'he .longer he sits on this , 
I mean I don ' t thinlc he can fa. 1J. 7 t the man for thinki rig it over or even more 
in cautiou"'ne~s. nut his attitude obvious was neither onP of th 0 m, but 
cut your lossP~ o.nd 1Pt 1 s try to slo•·, Joh.D Jean ano .Tohr "'"icrie2.l i"' the 
11 :%.,..e and a few thin7: 1il-:e th:J.t and th"'y ' rP. not at all C'Ol'1""istant with t'le ~~~ 7 ic posjtion he •~ trying to take and that disturbs me but it is sort of 
1 i ke thP r'hiriese t t ~ tre , · t - orP dri 1"' and it rea 1 ly upsets you but 
t1~n yot .. ep it up a 11 day lonc:y why i doe"' J,ind of' set to y')u. 
I gu1;ss after a while your -- -- 0 ives in.~ cl{~c-~ -~-. 
That ' s it yes ~ir. 
Did Mitchell betray any fe 01 ine that maybe he feel2 like he may have been had 
in this whole thine? 
ro! DO in dPed, no he didn ' t he •~. 
His transcrips indi 0 ated i+ • r though---- -
Vpah, well ~~hn said ~hP Pre2ident was nrec0Pdin~ on this information from 
his otrier advi[:OrP and never wou1d have done tha.t. 
1vever would ha vi; done that , you still scP.m to thj nk the President was his 
friend? 
I ~till think the Pres ider.t was his +>riend , yeah t"la t ' s exactly what he 5aid . 
He said he wa~ his close frie~d, just hadn ' t see!1 much of h i m lately . 
And Dean, Do you ~et the im,resslon that t~is ~;y ki~d '1f raili 0 bed ~ip 
place 8"' a man wrio ~~·~t bri~: down thP PrcsidPnt? ftnd you mcrtionPd that 
he ~PPMPd a little smart elick . 
~ho ir thi~ now? 
Dean. 
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No, Dean alone can ' t bri"lg down the President you see the institutions is 
got to be stronger than that. 
Yeah, but did nean seem to be a+ all cocky in that regard or did he have any 
demeaner aloni those lines that was detect~vP or was he just answering these 
questions in hi~ own manner. 
Yeah, that ' s about the b 0 st T c9r say . 
Yeah, he ' s ~ort of.,. 
He wasn ' t be 7 ligered but 
in recturous, a rectur~Js 
At the present? 
At the present , yeah . 
he did in several occasions I felt like could throw 
shock you know, that wasn ' t really necessary . 
~(~~ 
So to s11m Dean up the pressure is not ter~ibly cri~ical? 
Dean i~ not terribly critical. 
Though you said . . •• 
Well, I would say , yeah his creditability as the areas that conflict with 
others I would resolve a~ainst him . 
Agaj_nst him as a co:-iflict with others? 
Somebody else ' s testi11:ony i: would resolve ac;ai rist Dea"l and that ' s my a npro3.ch 
to it but I ' m not sure that there - well T think the one, certainJy the one 
critical area that is how soon did the President know about it . I hav0 to 
accept the President ' s view to presitate the effort from that so I can ' t 
believe Dean with his instant recall could push the thinz bact.;: any further 
th&n that . His actuall~r recall. 
Would yo'J.. consider it a vaJ1.-1able wi tnes::- in terror o-P that recall, recal 1 in 
Yeah, well , I don •t krow whether he ' s valuable, I don • t know why ne 0 ded it 
cause we ' d had most of it already in the rac~erod bu t the Pr 0 sident wanted 
him for a witnesP so we ~ot h~m . 
The President wanted him , I would th ink tra t maybe the Pres idF>nt wouldn • t 
call hin for a witness or Sa~tclaire. 
Yeah. fv:onday v,e rot to call hir.1 back and 'I1uesday we got somebody else . 
And then you get into wh.a t seminars o-::- v,ha t ever ... 
T'v" seminars are goin.; on at night but I have not botl'e:!'.:'ed to attend them . 
What wouJ_d the schcclule be for the Cammi t+ee after, •. 
I don ' t know one thin,= about the schedu2.o 
;-:o ~"ORT,~ c, 11 Hr: sru::= OF T'AP:= 
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This will covf r the testimony of Kalmback and the conclusion of Charles Colson 
and will a t tesd to explore some questions as the decision time nears in the 
impeachment process. 
W Since we haven't had one in a while (taped in a while) maybe you could start 
in where you want on Colson and Kalmback and work backwards or whatever you 
want ... 





This is being dictated on Thursday morning following Kalmback's testimony 
which was I believe entirely - did he start - gosh I can't remember whether 
he started Tuesday evening or whether it was it was the first thing Wed. 
morning? 
I believe he was the first thing - I think he finished - well, I don't know. 
Yeah, well, we had some of Kalmback, come to think of it on Tuesday evening, 
I believe we did, yeah. I'~ quite sure we did. But - yeah, it was there 
on the stand two days. I took pretty extensive notes because it's - he wasn't 
necessarily that significant a witness - he ha d a ring of candor aboutt him and 
honesty which I think made him a s:N.ggxsrl£ successf ul f undra i ser~ · His 
appearahce - all things considered, I., thi!ik he's got what I wQuld caLl ~ 
affadavit face in the se11s~ ~that you _a:c.e_ i 111Fibl/ iocliue.L to believe him. He 
ITTls a very cann and composed presence so that he doesn't raise his voice. 
Almost a monotone. He has an tear in his voice kinda that is XR~~ persuasive 
- it's not persuasive in the sense that itxs invites sympathy. He has 
- his testimony indicates the na ivete that is not consistent with his 
sophisticated manner in which he handled over several million dollars 
of campaign funds over a period of about 4 or 5 years for some of the most 
active people in the country. He has a - but the committee generally 
speaking - was impressed with his efforts to be - his integrity, apparenti~~ 
integrity - sympathetic with his having been taken in m~ by his - taken in, 
mislead by princaply Dean and Erlichman out of his loyalty to the President 
and - you can't be sympathetic with him without thinking he's a little 
stupid and yet you can't believe stupid when you realize that he isx has 
p~rlayed a modest country law practice into one - that a firm of some 
2~ -~ ._onl,e.._ inc ome wn~h . erra~l~ea fi im- ~ e qµl!e s_uccessruT ~ -ootn 1.nbis 
law practice and in liis real estate deal. And, gave him freedom enough 
to spend almost full time without compensation on~ fund raising and so 
I just - my own feeling about him is that he may be a little naive but 
I think that maybe we are - I think he's probably quite capable of doing 
pretty much anything that he wants to. He gets ______ right now 
isn't he? (yes) I can't believe that given a fair hearing - given an 
opportunity to be heard by the California bar that he would be disbarred 
because I think he's - he makes a very good presentation. He gets a lot 
of sympathy and he's clever enough not to flaunt it. I think the committee 
has been taken a little bit by his air of naivete but you do have a feeling 
that he's a pretty decent guy. 
r'., 
Does he have any prison-power? 
"l 
B Oh, no, no prison power. None of that sort - no, his guards sat there for 
a while. I didn't see them when we went back at NE one time but most of 
the time there was a guard there with him - at least there was one person 
I didn't recognize, might have been part of our security staff that was 
designated to keep an eye on him but the same way about Colson, he had 
his guard there. They are both over there in Maryland in one of these 
Federal - what do they call it - waiting stations or something - something 
of that ~ and so they'EE probably having a helluva a bridge£ game over 
there. r 
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B I liked Kalmback . I didn 1 t like Colson. The interesting thing - you know 
there was an article in the paper yesterday - Wednesday - about Jenner 
and the fact that the Republicans are now looking to Sam Garrison to 
present the negative on the impeachment inquiry - I think Jenner was 
pretty deeply hurt by the publicity x:ml - nothing he said to me cause 
✓ 
t/ 
- nothing he said to me - I don 1 t mean that he ignored me - we simply V---
just did not have a chat but just - he looked a littl~ bit whipp~d. 
He came in on Wednesday morning and that kinchbeen his examiration with 
Kalmback was quite extensive. I felt that during the time that he was 
clearly tiring an he is 67 years old - that he 1 s not as sharp as he 
mfgh! have been. Occasionally he would ave to ask a ques ion ice. 
He has the most painful~ I think I 1 ve said this before - method of 
direct examination. I couldn 1 t help resisting the observation of my 
cohorts who are burdened with having to sit near me on the bench and 
therefore get the benefir of my judgements as they occur to me, that 
if this thing ever ets to the co of a eals, we 1ll MX2 have a 
he uva a good record. 
I mean I say this because I just don 1 t think that Jenner ever has adjusted 
psychologically or intellectually to the fact that this is not a case 
that 1 s going to be tried in the court of appeals - that he 1 s got to make 
his case there and when he - when people lose interest or when he goes 
too long, he - we don 1 t retain the facts that we ought to be retaining 
and he ought to be leading the witnesses more and gettin us along faster. 
I can 1 t say that hurts the situation - I just think its unfortunate. 
/ Doar - I think we can excuse his ineptness by lack of experience. He 1 s 
an investigator and an assembler of evidence more than he is a trial 
lawyer. But Jenner, I think, must have been a great trial lawyer 
i ·s day but he fluncked out in traffic court. I 1m sure he put 
antitrust cases oge tings that a ea long time to bai±<l - - a 
~r"'ll"''\''1'"1rf .-,-r,rl T,.,hn.-v1n. -..:,n., .. l r n.rt.T"'- C ¥nri.rl rl !J- ,ffi.PX ¥ h + -~ -k reeding aocuments itit:o out as far as 
i: .is committee is concerned his statur virtue 
o is slow presentation and of _sourse the t 
he-!s not representing the negative of the which is part of 
the responsibility of a minority counselor and certainly should be 
solid in the instructions of maay of the republicans who are asking 
im to do just that and I don 1 t think he 1 s being hard to get along 
with I just think he has limited energy. Well, he 1 s one man and he 
hasn 1 t figured out how to delegate - hasn 1 t worked this - he hasn 1 t 
controlled this thing as it should have and gotten - brought us along. 
He 1 s concentrating on presenting the evidence and lost sight of the fact 
that he 1 s got other responsibilities to the minority and it 1 s hurt him. 
And l 1m afriad it 1 s going to hurt him professionally in the long rlll1 
which he probably deserves better than that. Several people have suggested -
several people are so disillusioned with his presentation that they are 
really questioning whether he 1 s got the status, the standing in the 
profession that he held himself out to have and he has. You criticize him 
and you get EMexs2lf~elrl0 a little self-serving eulogy from him about his 
44 years of practicing and'°noEody ever questioned hffii and so forth. But 
I think most of the people that I 1 ve talked to on the republican and 
democratic side have said that Jenner is a living example of the value 
that can come from attending regularly the meetings of the American Bar 
Association. ADd I have sus~ected that. You just - you know it 1 s a 
r= . ........ · ···atPSS5nn tn hegiA with and the more pompous you are, the:::-gr,eater 
u.u;s .1.u Lhe professi.ml e1.nd you evidence that by the hn;e- ~itions 
----- ' -----
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B And so 
more you are - the resictents or the Amer1can Bar Association 
AAA- are so far remove ram the common people that its almost comica IT'!J ~ Albert Jenner is a ~ka~a~ c ·tional American Bar Assn. 
~ p · · . se we ve had ax!Eit one or two from Virginia. One is on 
----the Supreme Court. Hers a great guy but you know, they talkeizkim talk to 
him in a rarafied atmosphere. And Jenner will use words - for example -
misprison - misprint was a misprison - he espostulated which is a word nobody 
uses - he just uses what I call pedantry except that rrm sure that they 
talk in that langaage and then sit down and then - so you get - the American 
Bar is a collection of all of these people from one area - from the whole 
country - they get together and they exchange these big words and itts become 
part of their vernacular and so thatts what Jenner is. Itrs too bad cause 
he has got a lot of tal~nt and ability and when you examine him in terms of 
the court of ap eals hets resented7.t very nicely - no facts have been 
le ou u t ey could have been - he could have e e witness~s and s~id 
nownere read these facts over,in effect, now thatts accurate. Now let 1 s get 
down to--,ttre nitty-gr·itty om what we want to find out about it. 
The nitty-gritty of what we want to find out about Kalmback were not as 
many as a day and one half of testimony would indicate. I was - we learned 
his expression - two or three things that I thought I ought to pass on - I 
think itts a big thing that I learned from Kalmback that had me upset or was 
-t:he accurate timing that - with reference to the shake down of the milk 
in 1971. Now he had the benefit of a calerldar - an agenda - which ne lrndn t t 
h~lier testimony so maybe wetve gotten something new but basically 
tts perfectly clear that he was in on the pledge of $2million so he was 
present when it was made and he was aware of it. He denies having been 
aware of the relationship of this pledge and the imminent decision by the 
Pre$ident of the United States to grant within the discretion of the 
statute the increase in the Federal price support. 
So, herets what happened. He got a call from Washington in California 
in anticipation of a trip to Washington on the 23rd - March 23rd, 1971 
from Erlichman saying he wanted him to come by and talk to him before the 
rf{
annual finance dinner of the republican party the next day. So he stopped 
~ 
by and saw - a meeting with Erlichman at 5:30 - also when he talked to 
Erlichman, Erlichman said, rrsave time for ameeting later on in the night -
like 11 p.m. so he had on his agenda 11 otclock - keep it open - that was 
j 
after the dinner. He went by to see Erlichman and Erlichman said I want 
you to meet with the daily interests - they want to reaffirm their campaign 
,,pledge - the milk producers. He met with them at 11 atclock at night. 
\ ; · Sflotner was there and Kalmback was there and a spokesman for the industry. 
\ .... / And Shotner opened the meeting,and this I dontt think we knew before, by 
~ aying in view of an imminent increase in the Federal price support these 
people want to reaffirm their pledge of $2 million whereupon I believe it 
was Mr. Nelson - and Itll check that - anyway the spokesman there confirmed 
- the spokesman said we do reaffirm our pledge. The next day Kalmback had 
~ 
luncheon meeting with Erlichman and took him aside and said this pledge 
as been reaffirmed - anyway - he let him know about. And Erlichman nodded 
ssent. It was that same day, I believe, it was either later that day or 
ate the following day that the announcement was made. Now what disturbs me 
s that during the conversation and their meeting in which the president \ 
ade this decision, Erlichman said can you hold it up a little while and I 1 ll f 
~heck that and then there is a 3 minute gap at the end of it - the end of 
the transcript when the president - itrs deleted because it 1 s not relevant -
thatts the presidentrs ~Eiii±iBN deletion from the tape - and we subpenasdy 
it - when they had 3 minutes to chat with the president. Now if this thing 
came up during that 3 minutes, we ought to know about it and if it didntt 
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B we ought to 
and in view 
Q{H,;p~ 
/pt ~day and I 
know about it. In view of the fact that we subpenoed the tape, 
of the timing of the thing, it comes awui] close to making a 
case of a bribe and so I thinK all of that is thenen 
think that's -P_r_e __ y____ _, 
The sale of the ambassadorships is lik£Wise, Kalmback, stripped~ all 
~ of the orne1 la11gaages,Rhlmback sat down with Sjmington and said Fife 
- Fife.said he wanted to pledge $J0D,000 hnt be wanted to make da~n sure 
~ 
tha he was going to get a euro ean adorship - that he was tired 
of beings uc own in pain or whatever - and before he made his pledge 
firm he wanted to get that assurance. Kalmback said I can't give you 
that assurance. He could have said we don't sell ambassadorships but he 
said we don't give you that assurance. And this is the whole thing. 
Incidentally he didn't see the president but once a year - but he was his 
personal attorney and being the pres ident's personal attorney ggve him so 
much law business he didn't have time to see the president. But anyway 
this particular conversation took place - and what I'm saying is this 
affadavit f · u can trust me attitude - they trusted h:irtr. 
o y trusted him - they gave him millions of dollars o pu in his 
~taa11y over a million dollars was turned over to him to ente1· the 
campaign - to put in your safe - I guess if he had pocketed it they 
couldn't have charged him with embezzlement or anything - they trusted 
him. And of course John Dean called him up and they met in Lafayette 
Park and made the deals to start paying off Hunt and those people - helping 
them out - out of compassion, he insists. W~l, that 1 s a diversion except 
to say all this secret stuff makes you wonder how naive he was unless he 
r~ads James Bond for his kicks. 
_ ytting back to the conversation with Symington - Symington says no, he 
~ ~:id, I 1 ll go to bat for you in effect and he said no that won't do, I 
~ -.:::- ant Bob Haldeman's ersonal assurance. He went back and called Hariteman 
'11'~1~- he ca e t e White House - t e i e ouse is pretty good about 
/~~·' running down - when the right people call up, they run them down and Haldeman 
and Higbee and the ~RS president were in Chicago at a meeting. And this 
<? """is prsbably general information but the way Kalmback presented it to us, I 
,:::;,4t mean he was sitting at dinner and he called him up at lunch and before they 
~ 
got through, Higbee had called him back or he made have already gotten through 
to Higbee in Chicago on the same operator - you know - I guess he just said 
get me Haldeman at the White House aim its Kalmback and pretty soon he picked 
~up the phone and it was Higbee in Chicago./That was about as quick and he 
v~ aid alright I need this assurance. I'vegrrt $100,000 on table or some-




said the word is go - lock it up. 
ow what Larry Hogan wanted to know - that was a 30 minute interval - did 
igbee talk to the president or did Higbee talk to Haldeman because eventually 
hey welched on the deal. I'm quite well satisfied that the president wouldn't 
made that kinda deal and I think Haldeman would but it 1 s this suggestion 
Haldeman was close enough to the president that - you know - you almost 
have to conclude that this sort of activity was being licensed by the 
president and that disturbs you. There's not quite enough evidence to 
confict - certainly not beyond a reasonable doubt - but the question keeps 
rising in my mind as to just how - you know whether we should set up a trial 
or not - I guess I'm influenced - I hope I'm not influenced but there's an 
to-. . ou ve go o e pretty blind not to see a need for a tri bu m dditorial in the Post this morni that kinda articulat whole approach lind in spots but this is one area that disturbs me more, following Kalmback's estimony than it did because it was just as blatant as it could be. 
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B The Homestead is a large resort in our district and they have a lot of 
Jamaican people working there and when I first got to Washington they ran 
into some kinda road block down in Jamaicaa. The Jamaican ambassador was 
involving himself - it struck me - unnecessarily in the release of labor 
to fly up here for the six months - NNRXR well, they were needing them, 
they were planning a banquet - big banquet - and they thought they were coming -
they had sent the plane down there and he was refusing to give them the 
clearance because he thought - he wouldnrt say it exactly - but he thought 
that they - the Americans were Rxploiting the labor. Well they pay them 
fantastic swns in my judgement over there, cause they all come back at the 
Homestead but anyway I - they called me and said what could I do and so I 
picked up the phone and called the Jamaican ambassador and eventually and 
he was very cooperative - 2Rzwaszx±x~RE~z~0N~REa±x~R eventually, I mean. 
e wasnrt very cooperative but he cooperated because rrm persistant and 
probably he just got tired of talking to me. What rrm ointing out 
the Jamaican ambassador was Vincent Rulo-derolea w o the iend 
o - e ge .- and Kalmbaek visited Pedge an~ a 
,ODO ple~ie from him for the campaign with the assurance thathe w uld 
be considere for a higher post when it came up and he got a committment 
from the White House on that - from Haldeman and never delivered it because -
as a matter of fact - and this is the interesting part, it turns out that 
Derolea was recalled which means fired, and never given a better job. Peter 
F].anagan blocked it b~t the point :i:s of the story is that when I talked to-
Derolea, he said rrm leaving this spot as soon as they can find a replacement. 
And I did nc'.Jt" realize that he was leaving under durress. But it I s interesting 
to find out that - in fact comforting to find thatFlanaganrs assessment of 
his capabilities were such that he didnrt think he was worth another jog. 
They offered hid $50,000 back but he wouldnrt take it but so that was interesting 
from my point of view cause I had this earlier contact. 
Kalmback had no business doing all of that and so it disturbs you. 
W That sort of game as ¥N~ far as you know it is just foreign to Virginia 
politics, ism.rt it? / 
B werve never had - in Virginia - a two party system and we donrt really I-are 
it now - we_.:..y__e got the same ou has kinda taken our organization that 
ra n the 0R0m01L_Eemocratic party but ~ ha contrel'itJITfiat ana they 
never had to sell pQsitions a.I)aflarry Byrd~w~ who kin a ~et'-1:'rrn one for 
I ffwas very literal minded in his understanding of personal integrity and 
wh~n dollars - any money involved - that conrpr umised tlre man. So we m ve 
traded in Virginia on - in other areas - but we havenrt ever accepted any 
bribes of money. That is entirely foreign to the Virginia idea but we do 
use our positions f honor - which should be positions of real challe ge 
a l ility as politica plwns. And so we ound that many 
~ our boat•ds and things of that nature are peopled by less than competent 
- by people whose intellectual attainments are not consistent with the 
challenges of the jNg job and so we have, in my view of it, in many instances, 
used these positions as honors when we should have been going out after 
somebody else. T nd Linwood chan ed that a little bit - Holton changed 
that a little bit. Godwin has got to bac__k__a_nd restore 1 n mR1n 
organization so I 1iri~ttle bit concerned about that - tnat · s 
"'l?tside but we don't sell any honors but we do reward and reward everybody 
for their efforts to the extent that we can. But you know, it isnrt that 
~
/'l_Jut really it seems to me itrs worked the other way around in Virginia, in 
'11/i/ many instances we would have been gone out and sought out people of, you 
know, of standing in the cmmmunity, the business community and urged them 
'vi( to get - get them - put them involved - get them involved in that point and 
i.r then itrs $Ort of a - it cmmes from the other end. And you can do that wh en 
1
/ you rye got a one party system anduvou don rt - everybody wants to be - ingratiates 
themselves with the kind and so Im not sure that werve gotten the best set 
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B set up on that but werve tried - I think we'vertried - but there's a lot of 
v( people that we ought to be getting involved in ~xEgznixzxzatxNR things tmt we don't in Virginia - simply because - I'm not sure except that they hllven't given their entire loyalty to the party so then theyrre not - they don't 
want to get them involved. 











And that's right - and you don't get anybody until tke:baxEX~R they arrive. 
Yeah, that's the problem ... 
You know - and really you ought to get them on the way upJ I mean ugh -
~
Whn they are fresh and they've got energy ... 
,=:: ~_rt - and ambition. I'm offended. by natureVirginians ID'e--lll.Qre 
think, and its good. It's makes for better people ... more 
to be around them. And so that nobody pushes himself forward 
in that area, ~M1aXza~Rz±0xw.:ia± in Virginiaa an-----cr-so younave to wait- to 
y~ """ly1<inda surface to the to:12.!._ ~~ 12..eople at the surfac~ are the 
ones who inherited money or_ businesses or the ones who have arrive 
h'aven't arrived until a little bit - I mean it takes a little while to buil 
that up and when you select your leadership from out of that group, 
a mistake but that's really not related to this. ta}~xemlaas:sa11i0xski 
"--:Jmhassadorships -
But getting back to it - nobody in Virginia as I've ever seen, has said 
= has related a contribution to a job - what Kalmback called the linkage 
and incident~lli, he used that word. He said there's definitely a linkage 
between the a~i contribution and the parity and the presidentrs price support 
WHICH I thought Was a kinda damaging statement, coming from him but we don't 
have that in Virginia that HI know of. 
I guess the closest you come to us is the situation:; such as developed with 
Holland where a guy is appointed to a job that puts him, by way of being 
in a position of knowledge - pre-knowledge that helps him. (B-Right) Well, 
it was an aside but it's kinda Knteresting to explore that. 
etting back to Colson. It's interesting to,Ermane our two felons, Colson 
and Kalmback, Colson, he didnrt have prison~ and he was no whipped dog 
but when he was asked why he pled guilty to an offense that he said he 
didn't know existed when he committed it, which was basically was malining 
- us~ng the offices of the White House tMzgiszmznaxextxn:ta£ni and to disseminate 
&4{truthful information about E1sherg to influence the trial. He just said that 
he himself had been experienced the same and he just went so around Robin Hoodrs 
barn explaining why he pled guilty that NH it made you realize that the 
rofessional con man had not retired and.9 I gave - I listened to what he 
had to say and, of course, he's not going to lie just to keep in the habit 
but I had to recognize - and IR think everybody else on the committee recognizes 
that Colson may have religion but he's still not going to be - canrt -
I - ugh - that the wire services picked this up - I didn't realize - but I 
said he had - he wa r in to be · he lacked exper~ence that 
was basic - the wire wervices picked that one up. e , itrs almost true. 
I just don't think he could put it over and so itrs if anything - I would 
h~te to impeach the president on testimony that - from Colson and nobody 
else, I'll put it that way cause I donrt MR think he harbors any animosity 
award the president so - ugh -
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W Did you get the feeling that he was trying to help the president or was 
did you have the feeling yielding to any motive? 
B [ I felt for a while that he was - he~anted to stay out of jail as long as he 
could and he BK was going to string this testJJTiony out as long as he cottltr, 











Let me see, thought, he was very self-possessed, he looked - but he just looks 
like a thousand - well, I dnntt want to maline the Jr. Chamber of Commerce, 
but, young man on the make - you know - yeah, hail, fella, well-met, glad 
to see yat - has all the charm in the world. We went to dinner ... ------He even had his button didnrt he? Some sort of Nixmn button, white hat ... 
Yeah, thatts right, all of that sort of thing but hets just such a,well, 
he just got such an appearance of sincerity that you know he cantt mean it 
- sort of thing - si.mkxsS so I was Rot - I mean, I was charmed by him -
I mean he got a lot of ~harm and wasx:rullx all the ability in town that he 
would need to succeea - it is a tragedy that hers blown it but - hets blown 
it. But hets sxillxexan0xixzkiNkxzRzszszxlizg0xz~asx0ali~ aoesntt - hets 
still and I think hets just got basically weakness of character that 
I dont - think hets got to get a whole lot more religion than is apparent 
to me at the moment and of course thatts a right cynical comment but I 
guess is - he hasntt developed the humility that you would expect from 
the religious experience that hets kaR advertised .. So I took him with a 
grain of salt. I told Bob Drinan at - I asked him, I said, ryoutre a 
professional, were ou - ere wen I told this story - youtre a professional 
in this field and youx.~R ought uo be able to recognize a convert when 
you see him and do you think Mr. Colson is a convert? Well, you know, I -
Itwas half in jest - in completely in jest but he - and he took it that was~ way 
but his response, without a momentts hesitation was that you canrt really tell 
until you find out how much money he contributes to the church! So I felt 
that was a pretty good respons e - I told him - I told Bob Drinan, with that 
kind of attitude, I was surprised that he wasnrt a Bishop by now. 
Then, Wayne Owens, as you know is a Mormon, and they have to take a year 
of missionary work, you know, and so I had asked him earlier about whether 
- he said youtre a missionary - and he told me hetd been a missionary for 
a year and hetd had a lot of experience with conversion and - but he was 
a little mit more reserved in his comments towards Colson but he certainly 
did not say that hets got all of the earmarks of a complete convert and he 
had the opportunity. 
You were saying something about going to dinner and I ... 
Oh, yeah, we went to dinner over at the Capitol Hill Club - several of us - and 
Colson was over there, probably still has his membership card with a 
date behind on his dues, he and his lawyer and - letrs see, who else was with 
them, a third person was over there but we decl dned to eat with one another, -
for all of us agreed to that but kRxjN.Sx hers just a great glad hander and he 
would have been a fine spokesman for the White House and it just make you kinda 
sick to think that the guy was in such a position to really be of service to 
the administration and to himself and just overdid it - over shot. Hers just 
got plenty of ability and talent - and his questions - that was apparent through-
out everything he said - that he - you know - his entire line of testimony was 
- indicated to me that his mind works fast and he doesnrt stand for people. 
He just had this basic character weaknesses that he just wasnrt burdened too 
:s 
much by principle and itrs just a shame - cause he had a lot going for him -
} still does, I guess. 
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W I guess wetd better stop, itts 9:30 ( "'m.). 
B Okay. 
Continuing later in the day ... side 2 tape fouled. 
I 
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I (l) Evening of 7/18 - St. Clair presentation summary 
B I took pretty extensive notes on it this morning and, of course, I don 1 t 
have them with me, but I have this so maybe its better to draw on my own 
recollection since its that fresh. 
In the first place, his presentation, his manner is very disarming in that 
he is not a fuit offensive and very solicitus of the proceedures. He began 
with basically a£ view of M~R how large the responsibility he was and he 
/ questioned whether he was equal to it but he had to give it a try. Then he 
turned to the committee and said - but of course your job is heavier than 
(
mine and rather subtly sug.gested to us that he could pick up his briefcase 
and go on when he left there but w~ ad to answ§!' to our c onstituen:ts_a:od 
not only _!hat, we were going to vote ana::: then_ the evidence was going to 
b~ me available to them and they were go:r:img to have an app~,tuQity to second 
guess i t and so we had JJetter be careful. ---- -
W Pretty smart 
B Yeah - that was his opening shot. And then - I thought a very masterful 
presen2tation. He selected pretty carefully issues which he thought were 
relevant and completed them and gave his argumen~. They were more or less 
familiar arguments but his preseanation was virtually without notes. He 
had a yellow pad which he referred to from time to time but it was logical. 
He took five or six issues that he had envisioned that we might be 
considering - ITT - Kleindists, and he tried to explain away that by saying 
that the President was simply, that Kleindists was simply talking about 
whether the President had tried to influence the appeal and not the case 
then he - in other words, he was very persuasive but he glossed over - I 
thought - the critical questions that he probably should have faced up to. 
For example, he made no mention whatsoever of the President 1 s non-compliance 
✓with our subpoenas - i nored that estion entirel. I felt like he 
sh u a ressed himse to that and told us that if t ere was such 
a question about it that we shouldn 1 t draw any adverse 1nferences from it. 
He then took a couple of cracks at Watergate and the coverup and then he 
denounced in the course of it that he had prevailed upon the President to 
let us have three minutes of Haldeman in which Haldeman said, nI wouldn 1 t 
pay blackmail to Hunt - Howard Hunt.n Nixon 1 s saying that to Haldeman on 
the day after the conversation which is supposed to be so damaging. Well, 
he reopened the whole question of the President 1 s noncompliance. Rodino 
promptly announced that he 1 s got to recognize that the President didn 1 t 
give us that subpoena - didn 1 t give us that tape - cause he said there 
wasn 1 t any relevant evidence in it. 
St. Clair responded to that very quickly - well, John Dean said for the 
first time that the President was aware of - Irve forgotten exactly how 
he expressed that - but it was pretty resourceful but not very convincing. 
~ 
The overview of all of these things is - my feeling is - if the Judiciary 
Committee were a jury that had to retire and deliberate and conclude its 
deliberations immediately, that we would have - that St. Clair would have 
carried his day but on reflection, Irm sure we1' are going to poke holes 
in it and, of course, he is going to supply us with a brief that will be 
more extensive. 
e completed on a rare, uam pretty dramatic note, he said now, Mr. Chairman, 
may I be excused? Which was kinda humble note. He also had compliments 
for the committee and a few bouquets that way. Overall I thought his presenta-
tion was masterful. He was very restrained - took an hour and a half - maybe 
two hours. But when he was through, he was through and he didnrt keep us --
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B J around. Actually I guess it was an hour and 4-5 min. and we didn 1 t spend 
. A ·all day winding up. He has a good ear for his audience, touched on issues 
~ ~ that were troubling some people and bore down on some others. 
Basically his thesis is the same thing - you don 1 t connect the President 
to these items and that was it. Another opening gun was bas i cally the 
st:..,-0dard of...proe-f. - that we ought to insist upon is ~clear and convincing 
~videoce_:- must be clear and must be convincing . Which is a good deal 
standard than of - beyond a reasonable doubt - beyond probabl2 cause. 
There are three standards in the law of proof - prevailing evidence; by 
clear and convincing evidence and beyond reasonable dougt. And I think 
he-r s asking right much to push for clear and convincing ~~_.W}]~as a 
standard at this stage of the game and really I - it 1 s ~f. I hadn 1 t 
heard tha t standard offered before but by th~ end of the da,y, everybody 
- t h.e_die hardNI:x.onsuppor ters in the republican party~ ere certainly 
articulating that thesis. So, he 1 s suggestive and strong and puts on a 
ood show. ,--- .._ 
- -
His point - I guess, most telling point was you can 1 t convict on an 
inference - an inference upon an inference - which is what we might be doing. 
So there 1 s food for thought there. I thought he was better when he addressed 
himself generally to the principals orThe - evidence that we were talking 
a'imtrr and our responsibilities than when he got to the specific items 
because he glossed over what was on the table-= convinced a few and then 
basiea1ly n e glossed over and omitted some of the obvious things for example: 
I didn 1 t think he dealt properly with the President 1 s misrepresentations . 
W On the Watergate or on ... 
B No, just prevarications in his public statements. He just didn 1 t touch on 
that. 
W Did anybody try to question him .. 
B No, he just presented it. He wasn 1 t there for that purpose. He talked about 
the telephone conversations from Peterson where he said, 11Mr. Pres ident -
The president said to Peterson I 1 m not going to tell aN~~aRZRZXR anybody else 
I know the rules of the Grand Jury and, of course, there wasn 1 t Grand Jury 
evidence involved in those disclosures and so he argued that the president 
understood that there wasn 1 t any Grand Jury evidence therefore he could pass 
it on. I don 1 t that 1 s true at all but he argued that point. He addressed 
himself to that. He was quite composed. Wasn 1 t bothered by a thing and 
didn 1 t pause - moved from point to point - spoke very deliberately and, as I ~Laid before, quite persuasive in his manner. 
W 4 made a dramatic finish ... 
B , I mean ht was dramatic. It wasn 1 t deliberately dramatic - he selecte 
w 
wisely - iJ his sort of humble way, he was backing away. He couldn 1 t said, 
he could have stormed out - he could have said good-bye and good luck and 
all that sort of - but.._he said, May I be ~l;!_§ed. I thought it was pretty 
i ]lgl!2tiatj.ng and, as I t ried to mention this morning, I feel like he1srricy;fe 
a lot of friends and' his professional standing has certainly been enh~d 
by his performance here . Any more questions. on St. Clair? -
(B-no questions really) but there 
was some ... 
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B There was some by-play about his slipping these 3 min. of tape in there . 
Yeah, they were l ike a bunch of monkeys over there on the democratic side 
hen they suddenly realis ed he was going to sneak in these 3 minutes and 
they all jumped up and started raising questions but Wiggins, I think, put 
the qui~s on that when he got a ruling from the chair that the record 
,-,was still open - which it should be because MX the Supreme Court may rule 
and bring us some more imformation. So the chair had to rule that the 














being that to allow it in . .. 
If the record was xstill open for that purpose, its a record for anything. 
And the chairman said well he violated our rule but I 1 m going to let it in. 
So that was that. 
Who was trying to zing him - the usual groups? 
Oh, I don 1 t know, they 1 re just a bunch of screwballs over there. No, I 
think George Danielson actually but maybe Liz Holtzman. CW-Danielson is 
usually quiet over there, isn 1 t he?) No, he has a lot to say, nothing 
very earthshaking, but he likes to talk and he does. 
He thought it should not have been in -
Yeah. 
Later, in the tv news, some of the republicans were quoted as saying they 
were also upset about the 3 minute portion of the tape - (B-Oh, they were?) 
And Railsback was quoted as saying that aml its an insult to the _comm:i,ttee 
ana ~ish said something a°long those l:i.nes - I don't remember exactly what it 
wa-S- - McClory seemed upset but within the committee itself, there wasn 1 t 
that much fuss. _ . 
{'111' ACCo,,,f{,/ 
Wel-l-, it was sort of a NWSF:ernplee (sp.~ it was ri.:l i culous, the way I think 
the president ought to be, I mean if that 1 s what he wants us to hear, why we 
can hear it and we can weigh it but that 1 s a comment on the news media cause 
a couple of guys asked me about it and I said I wasn't upset about it. But 
nobody quoted me. 
Nobody's quoting anybody who wasn't upset. They listened to the people who were. 
That's right. It didn't upset me but I just think it kinda embarrasses the _ / 
administration's position because it points up what we've been saying all // 
along - we ought to have these tapes. And now he's kinda admitted that 
there's relevant information in there - he hasn't culled it very carefully. 
So, in that sense, it backfires ... 
Well, it would backfire except that they 1 ve had SJllltlR so much brass all along 
that it doesn 1 t make that much difference. 
Is there much talk among the members about the opinion - the Supreme Court 
decision ±~u~ -
No, everybody kinda looked for today. (W-yeah, I had a feeling it might be 
today) And I expect it 1 ll be around Monday. We wound up. We 1 re going to 
go in around 10 a.m. tomorrow for sort of a private briefing. Tomorrow is 
Friday and come back Saturday. I didn't have the heart to tell my wife I 
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was coming back Saturday since weTve got a big weekend planned but ITm caning 
up Sat. morning and go back Sat. night and listen to all of that. Gerald /· / 
Ford, as you know, is coming down to Roa~oke tomorrow, and he called the v 
office today - his ppeech writer or something - and wanted to know if there 
was anything in particular we wanted him to say. So I sent word back to 
just leave me free to go either way on impeachment and I hope that he 
will do that, I expect that he will. 
We had a republican caucus with the leadership this afternoon. I was a little 
( 
late getting to that because we had some district business that I ought to 
,.A,/ take care of. I got in there in the middle of a -dissertation by Bob McClory, 
~ 1 ~ evidem:l ;y he wa~ s~ ;i.ng that he was disturbed by several matters, which I 
~ .. I can ' t remember and evidently r naa missed a statement by Chuck W1ggins to 
✓ the effect that thereTs not a sintilla of evide o,e that thepresident is 
~;1,., in~ d in these thing~_2:nd John Anderson who the leadership ;-evidently 
~
o.Q,_k violeii.t issue with him. I donTt think they had any s :e 
here are republicans now say1 ng in the caucus and_Railsback spoke up, that 
J~ hey are disturbed~~ some of the evidence and that there's always a possibility 
t h.aL.the..y_ will. ~ote for impeachment. But most of the people said that there 
wasnTt enough evidence. 
I kept aiscretely quiet cause I was late and see any minds I would change there. 
LessA rrens was t.fie!"e" and his position is that this is plainly political and 
we fight politics with politics and weTve got have a strong, straight, 
republican line and thatTs what they are trying to push us towards. John 
Rhodes is the same way. 
W Rhodes has also said things like that ... or pushing in that direction. 
B Well, yeah, basically, yeah. I wouldnTt consider that unusual pressure. I 
just think itis was a discussion. But you know my view about that is that 
itTs political and of course the democrats are united. We speculated on 
the possibility of 3 votes against impeachment and pretty ZN~ezNaszElEWRES 
well decided that the only hope was Flowers and thatTs pretty remote. The 
democrats are in a position to bring a lot of pressure to bear and I think 
~ they really are bearing down on one another and so I believe thereTs going 
V.A to be 20 or 21 democrat votes in the committee. But you say itTs politics ' 
'11'1\.,.,,.- but it js hp± i t Ts a_n__o~in4,_ that weTve given them and theyTve t:aken 
~-..,tA_ a ant age of i-t which is instinct ive . in_ a~pQliticaa~ nd of course, I think 
""' ,we a§ tbe repub-ilcan party ought to be measured_b_y_ b.aw it :c,esp.onds to the r~....,. problem and if we resrond by condoning or putting our feet in the gr~und, 
,._~ weTre really going to hurt the part~ . And I looked around the room and only 
,.....<1 ;us young Tellers are even in doubt - with the exception of Bob McClory, :the 
rf12V✓ epublican young fellers, me in addition, course Henry Smith is leaving and 
~~ so you can 1 t read a guy :-itTs not fair to judge him - but I suspect heTs 
~- 'I going to vote for impeachment. The rest of the group fhere is very solid 
~, 
~ 
backing of the president - thinking they can do it and not condone what heTs 
bne and so I t b.ir!k werre going to have some real hard time§ . We broke up 
before I had a chance to speak aner tl'fen oo1m tmde'rs"on - r caught him on the 
floor and he really feels strongly about this thing. I mean I made the mistake 
of asking him almost, but he sai~ ITve been meaning to talk t Q_YQ.~ ~ en 
he told me - he didnrt ask me but fie really unloaded on j ust how horrible it 
was sort of attit;ude and we just can""t condone it and he says like Nlia:t: i t-, s 
wliat----i,.--eTs got to do. Wcl.l, heTs got to do everything he does, you know! But 
thatrs strong, strong talk. Peggy Heckler - the one who took Joe Martinrs 
place - she s t opped me on the floor and asked me - which surprised me -
how I was going - she says, t4er e are a lot of ~eople who are wa~.ing y~ u 
meaning me or this group thatTs in doubt - but~sh e sain-r:Fiere are about 
(
30-35 republicans that will vote for impeachment if they get any support in 
















~ .... ~ 
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all looking to - I think she meant me and Railsback - cause I donrt think 
Cohen has got much of a following from what I ... Am I right on that, do you 
think? 
Probably, he seems to be pretty much of a loner and I think one who counted 
pretty early as probably favoring impeachment ... 
Yeah, I just donrt think in the membership that he has - I donrt know what 
it is - I just have a feeling that he doesnrt have the - I think hers a loner 
and I think hers also ambitious - hers so ambitious that it offends a iot 
o:fr,eppie - I may be wrong but anyway, I donrt feellike hers got the f ollowing. 
!7:e~ like Railsback does and I was surprised to hear Heckler say that . I 
w~ "l:hisproblem out side of tlle Virginia delegation. -- -er; _ 
I had lunch with Joe] Bra~l one day this week after Kalmbackrs presenta-
tion and he very much wants me to vote against impeachment - now he didnrt 
s~ that but he wants some kinda crutch 1:o go --i:TI :tris peopl-e with cause as 
hers analyzed -i.t from_a pol.i-t--.i.QaJ.- p-G-i nt-o-L v.iellJ, and I t hink t hat'strue, 
t fia-t if you vote for impeachment you are going to offend your die hard3and 
you are not going to get any support from a bunch of democrats that wouldnrt 
vote for you anyway. And so, politically, I think hers right and it would 
provide you with quite a crutch and !.,_ told him that he better start 
educating his people to the idea that an lmReachment was not necessarily 
a :Convincti on.J tha t's ffi.e Senat e 1 s perogative_ - all we are saying is- that 
wf we vote l or impeachment7 t nat there ought to be a trial. 
As I indicated to you recently, I changed my view of t h.,_at. I feel that ~ 
way, princibly because all the evidence hasn't come to us and we have to 
~~ rely on inference to weigh . --
I can't think of anything else that took place in the republican caucus. 
Harold :Jrnl:ik brought up the point that shocked me - in the caucus - basically 
his position is - and Trent Lotk too - they feel like - Railsback sort of 
o of discussion by saying that he thinks that Rodino has done 
a fair job for ~ .. ~ .. .-, rd for 
him to b robably done - the rest of the re ublicans feel like 
hers been very hi h handed in it. sac pointed out that all o t e 
p ura questions, werve forced them to back down - that have come up 
all throughout and then he mentioned a few of those questions. Trent Lotk 
said, yes, thatrs true, they let us win the little ones because t hey are • 
getting ready to zing us on the big ones and they wanted an appearance of 
fairness. rolickrs contribution was that we have - through our skill -
have doctore up ac ion an ten ve rown ·tin 
o e wa a me. I worked on one subpoena. But 
(W-thatrs right, you did strengthen that) Well, I donrt know, certainly -
I donrt think that deserves a separate chapter in the history of the 
impeachment but thatrs probably a ligitimate criticism, but here again 
rrm just shocked to see - and this was a leadership meeting - the republican 
party talking in terms of deliberately lying down on perfectly a document 
- you know - because of this insignificance. (W- a document designed to get 
the facts) Well, thatrs the subpoena but now werre talking about the articles 
of impeachment. I feel like we ought to hone it and refine it and then 
decide whether we are going to vote for or against it. Thatrs basically is 
where we left it. 
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B Bells rang as always and ended the interview. Then I ran into John AndeEson 
and Faye Hecht on the floor and then I talked to you and that 1 s about all 
we 1 ve accomplished in there today. 
W Anderson didn 1 t say much of what he said to you on the floor~ didn 1 t say much 
of that meeting ... 
B I think he must have said it before I got there. No, I think he expressed it 
more strongly to me than he did to anybody else. 
W There really is a kinda cross roads for the republican party, isn 1 t it? 
B Well, I feel that way about it. My, God, we 1 ve had - all these years we 1 ve 
run against Trumanism and chrony-ism and Johnson and all of those damn bums 
heJ?i,ought in there and here is--=--we 1 ve got that , sort of situation in spades 
and we turn around and act like a bunch of ostr~~~or whatever you call them -
what is it that puts its head in hhe sand? And start getting Legal technicalities 
and things like that. St. Clair made the point says uh, the proof of the puading 
is in the eating. That the president may not have acted as quickly as he 
should have - and may not have done exactly what you would have done - _l>ut all 
tbese ~eo~ in the Executive branch of the government are under indictment. 
And the president is not solely responsible for it but ~ tainly ha~s a 
s o~ :-SP ans_ibiJ.i..ty for pushing t ~em. So how can you impeach a man ~hen he 1 s 
ff:-
. done his duty? Well, the answer is n ecause well , oddamn, he put his foot 
~in the sand and did everything else he could :um to stand i !L..t . irrcludfug 
/ ;.. f ;.g1Jijg_bl.s_sp_~ a"I p~ ~s-ecut:or. I mean, his a~gument is persuas~ve un"t _ you 
1~ analy.ze. .i:t- -a-i:Hi -th.en it - it almost makes you want to go the other way. But 
If"" - th";t 1 s what we 1 re ~ gas a party if we don 1 t at least have a total airing 
(j/~of the charges. Now the Judiciary Committee has proceeded in XR~~R± closed 
~
~-,{ session, not in secret as you know - CW-hardly in secret) hardly in secret -
so we really ne~el:!...hrui::e had an airing and I feel like its indicated and Chuck 
.,,,,.. .....,......-,Wiggins says well, he doesn~t worry about this thing cause we 1 re all good 
/ lswyers and we 1 re going to look at it like lawyers and lawyers insist on 
clear and convincing evidence and this is all about it. W1ai1J J ...._he d_j.dn 1 t 
persuade me with that lo~ic and so I still am waiting to see. I 1 m disappointed. 
We haven't gotten the theories of impeachment but we 1 ve been promised that 
tomorrow morning. I 1 m sure that every democrat in the body has gotten it -
has ix at this moment. 
W That 1 s the part that must make it a little hard - you know a lot of politics 
is being played by the democratic side and yet some people on the republican 
side want to play it politically - and few of you that think that whatever 
the party stands for is at stake and shouldn 1 t put it politically and yet 
if you wind up - I guess you 1 ve got something of a problem in what kind 
of impeachment articles you might or might not vote for. Is that it? 
B ( Yeah, well, that 1 s right. I mean good gosh if they come in there and they 
allow - you know they do that, those crazy liberals, bring you a bill to 
eradicate mining. Well, I mean you can be sympathetic with the environmental 
problems and can 1 t vote for a crazy thing like that. We 1 re libel to get 
articles of impeachment that charge the president with an impeachable offense 
in going to San Clemente for the weekend - just going. So, shoot, and that 1 s 
why I keep saying, let 1 s see what sort of presentation - I don 1 t think it 1 s 
my responsibility t ;--come up with- a bill of impeachment ~ Not only is it 
not my responsibility - I 1 m not going to wa~te my time d~afting what 1 s not 
~oing_ to be considered ana what - you know - I 1 m not convinced of the 
relevancy or the necessity for anyway so that 1 s where we are on that 
for the moment. 
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W PresWTiably I guess you could - if there are several articles of impeachment, 
you can - a member could choose to vote for two or three and not vote for 
a couple of others ... 
B Oh, I envision the same situation as we are having on the strip mining bill 
right now. I just think we 1 ve got to go down article by article. You 1 ve 
got to have a point of departure and that 1 s what we 1 ve got. 
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St. Clair presentation, the caucus - is there anything else today that occurred. 
Just that TIME magazine took a picture of the six of us - for this cover. 
Six presWTiably marginal republicans I guess - but you know Time magazine has 
got at least 50 pictures of me - every pose from stark naked to polar jacket 
and they 1 ve never run one and they must have a file a mile high but they keep 
teasing ya with something worthwhile - I mean - being on the cover of Time 
~xsxgE± is kinda heady stuff for a freshman, and itts amusing. 
That brings up a point I 1 ve been wanting to raise with you - youtve mentioned 
a time or two that there is so much material being put on everybody and the 
presentation as delivered by Doar and Jenner often gets kinda weighty and 
that you do sometimes lose focus - (B-Right) What publications have been 
most useful to you in getting honed in on whatts going on? 
Well, I had that feeling this morning when I was r eading the W~shington _fost. 
I can 1 t remember - it was reporting - and you understand how this is working 
now - we 1 re taking the evidence of Kalmback for example, in our closed 
session and then everybody goes out and tells the press what happened and 
then you read in the Post. S..Q,_ you get emphasis - you lea~n_wh~t th_g_emph~sis 
was the next dc!Y' cause I am always surprised after I read the headlines in 
t fi e Post at whatr s happened the day before. Never what is significant 
correlates with what I thought was significant. Of the weekly publications 
I just feel like Time magazine although it may change my view of it, if its 
cover standards pick up - T:j.m_e---1!!.§.gazin.g__is SO__?Ep osed to the president that 
you don 1 t get_ even accurate reporting ~ That disturbs me cause they've got 
some sharp people around here but they are determined to get the president. 
Newsweek, I think is less so but not - in fact I th~ Newsweek does a 
little bit better job on being objeQtive on it - both of th~m ha ve been 
t alking in terms of the ~nevitability of impea chment and all of that sort 
of stuff - long before it was apparerrtfo me and I just wonder. U.S. News 
does a good job too so I just go through those three things and just kinda 
look at it and we really haven 1 t had time ~ I g~ ck and read....; sp,gJ;_:i:_ead -
a point that concerns me. I 1ve got a ~£:the---.t.ab~ a:t...home and a set of 
thetabs in- Roanoke a~ et here in my home here in Washington and a set 
at the office but I-don.!, t have any time a~ t oao anything. So 
really in terms of organizing the evidence myself, we' ~ otal ly at the 
mercy of the staff bµt I think wetve got enough minority representation 
that the facts kxR have been ground out - if not then I think it was St. 
Clair's responsibility to tell us what facts were not accurate. So I 
believe the facts we can live with - I mean we can accept the facts as 
concluded. 
That gets back to the thing that McClory and all these guys were screaming 
about - the democrats working up their own operation which is true but the 
evidence and the material and the staff is acceptable to everybody on the 
,eeRMNbae at the- time ,. 
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B committee thatrs got the time or the energy to go over there and talk to 
them so rrm not that critical of it. rrve never been in the majority so 
I donrt know to live with it so it doesnrt bother me a bit so we have to 
move faster when we get our day in court and we have to do a little 
preparation - be resourceful - but rrm perfectly willing let them do the 
nitty gritty of culling the stuff and come up with what they think is 
the impeachable offense cause rrm sure between that crowd, rrm not going 
to think of anything impeachable that they havenTt thought of so that doesnrt 
bother me a bit. 
When we get a chance - now that werve got Sam Ag Garrison honed in on cullin 
this out, wer11 get a fresh crack at it so rrm not upset about it. rrve 
diverted from your question havenrt I? 
W Well, in a sense but it gets back to it. Have you been over to the staff 












No often, no, but tomorrow morning - well, you know, really, I feel like 
werve gotten to that point where we need to and of course we have Monday 
and Tuesday off and Wednesday we start in on our serious deliberations. 
And we planned that. And rrm a little bit offended by that - we are moving 
mighty fast for all the slow times werve had. Sometimes I have a feeling 
t hat Rodino is racing with the Supreme Court but we canrt do that so - I - t hink 
we ought t o put_g':rf-th e=vote on -.impeachmenr-::. ~ mean we can start playing 
games with the articles whlch is alright b ut' if w,g___ hav~ final vote before 
we hear from the Supreme Court I think it would be a mistake. I don rt -
if we are forced to hhat point,w ell, wer11 have to vote, but- I believe 
it would be better to wait that out and see what we actually have. 
Why would he want to that - why would he want to get a vote before the 
Court .•. 
I ~ nk the leadership wants to get it over with and I think they sense that 
the country is tired of hearing about it. I sense that too. But if they 
hactiert us alone, immediately left us alone to quietly deliberate, thatrs 
asking too much - I think the committee - I really feel like the committee 
can be proud of the way its performed. The leaking and all of that is an 
individual infraction but over all, the way werve gone about it and every-
thing, Irm really not upset about it. 
There really havenrt been any specific publications that have been really 
helpful to you in the sense of coming back and looking over ... 
No, I guess the truth of the matter i ~ rrve probably been i dilitory in 
nQj; ;p..es e,a;rching ~enough - ho.th tba.. law_anLth.e facts bu.t_you know i f 1s°'" 
an_Q§_mos.is situation and t just want to be_ saturated with this and tne 
I can go back and appreciate . .. . (both talking at same time - l ost comments of 
both) 
That was the NY Times story today - we were laughing about - (B-Was it in 
the NY Times?) Yeah, it was a story about - kinda color story - mood xxEr~ 
piece, it mentioned that June occasionally would read to you at night from 
rrAll the Presidentr s Men 1r to kiinda keep you in focus~ - (B - Yeah) Is 
that right? You mentioned to me that you had been reading the book . . . 
Yeah, you know, I read parts of it. Shers finished ~ 
the ~ arts and she tells me about ~ I worm it out o'"fner and, 
yea:n , that has, I mean, she has told me about it and of course, they put 
·t pretty strongly (W-yeah) and therers a suggestion in there that the 
_ r::,__ 
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B Grand Jury had enough evidence to impeach the President. (W-to indict?) Well, 
to impeach - well, to indict the president and therefore impeach him .-.St. 
Clair RiR»NHR illeduded to that a little bit today but he didntt tell us -
"'ti - di dn 'f ~ ntion the racist composition of the Grand Jur~ r11 g~ve 
_ credit for -Ehat, the racial composition - but, true or not, thatts 
. i~ a poor public srntemen-F to maRe. It came 2 from Buckhannan, hers a graduate 
r¥-t'1':'. of the Haldeman xk~EEi school - of political savvy and those guys - oh, St. Clair, I was mentioning St. Clairts illusion to that and the un-indicted I-..J,p conspirator and then he referred to four counts in the 4-0rs tying, linking 
~ this call-1£...Mitchell in N.Y. by Haldeman and I think he dealt with that 
[tc.J-)-- pretty effectively - saying that this was supposed to be a road map to 
the re · there 
It probably so - that - I donrt believe the vital to the 
the $75,000 was the presidentsr. But the combination and failure 
to_act and all Of those sort of things - are there! The point that you made 
(},r, pretty subtlely was that we had iIDc information probabiy that the Grand Jury 
✓ didnrt have in that Kalmback - in that K John Dean ixz~EREX~ex± has pretty 
--1'","" well established that Mitchell didnrt talk to Haldeman and so forth and the 
subsequent time situation clearly indicates - as he says - that John Dean 
could have gone out and played tennis and not spoken to the president and 
the money would have been paid - that John Dean had already set it in motion 





/ Trent Lott mentioned today something that has some credibility - all of a 
sudden, he says ~ the proof of the March 21st transaction_ is no l onger i;Jle 
~~ no long~ significant to t hem~ the enemy - that they are looking else-
where and ,!alking_in terms _oL cQQS_tit.u:t.i,o!l§!l duties and this that and the 
other - whicfi is true - this is true. And they i n dicate xxNR the weakness 
in the overall case for impeachment. 
What indicates a weakness ... 
Just that the significance that heretofore was attached to this indication 
of the presidentts participation in the coverup is no longer what they 
are pointing to because, of course, Ethe link has kinda been cut out 
from Mitchell and Dean. 
Do you find it hard to knew when to believe people like Mitchell and Dean 
and Colson ... 
B Well, I wouldnrt accept uncorrobated evidence right now of Dean - ot{' Mir chell 
or Colson. I think Mitchell is cleaver enough, he may ultimately get out 
of this thing - but goodness knows, hers up to his eyebrows. But you know 
we may find ourselves in the~E position where the only evidence, for e:sEl!:1~le, 
on the MEN.SR IRS, John Dean says to the president, said if that Candy--a.w-
Shultz gives you a hard time, let me know, r t11 stra"Ighten hTu out .. . or 
words to that effect. Now there' s a t ape-of that conversation and the 
✓president hasnrt surrendered it but werve got to assum~ hat John Dean has 
given us an accurate rundown on that conversation. Now Railsback says 
/ of course he has, because he knows that tapers around and he wasnrt going') 
to lie about that - so, well, regardless of that, therets certainly the 
w 
exi»en~R inferrence is there that the president could contradict or he 
would, especially after his performance today. And bring it for you - he 
discovered something or if he discovered something that would contradict 
this, he would bring it out . 
Did you get a chance to see Hugh Scott yet ... 
B No, I havenrt . I thought about it xEg t oday. First time. I didnrt know 
we were going to have this afternoon off but we had to stay so close to the 
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B FLOOr. I'm going to see him, I'm going to see him. 
YIM, 
W Hai ~~ talked to anybody else - like H~lton1 or would that be ... 
~ - -~ 
B No. You know, they keep asking ... it wouldn't be very profitable cause 
I know wore a~ t it than he does. It's resolving itself down to a question 
of what just exactly what quantum of proof we are going_!o insi§.:L._upon _for 
✓ an imp eachment and I try.. to f. i gure out so.me standard .of conduct~_ basically 
'T ym.~ now ,_ I - tnis ·thing ~-ravin g "·t:ohave a crim~ l '2E!ense in terms of 
.1.-,- ~ a ~ atutory crime, I th.1DK I left that a long time ago. I think the 
~, argument made by our counse-r-"istfiat the uniqueness of the president's 
,Jf, /~ responsibilities don't lend itseilif to driminal things and I ±ki~ think 
.rr.;jj;;;_ that's true. The general phrase 11 high crimes and misdemeanors!T must 
~ mean what is traditionally a high crime and misdemeanor. What I mean 
\...~ _ _., is traditionally in that_area ~f misc~nduct. So I think there's a ~ta~dard 
~ of conduct that the president is required to adhere to ana part of it is 
~..,.,. defu:i:ned by statute and part of it is described by the constitution and ~t~~C)) 
~ I wrestle with is whether it 1 s also descrineany the reasonable expectations 
of the American people. For example: if the presidentof the United States -
made a habit of getting drunk - no, let's do something - just made a habit 
of acting very badly, boreishly, at diplomatic functions, to the point - or 
a public occasions and ~ isgraced the office by any number of ways of conduct, 
that would not be what be what we would expect of the president and that 1 s 
~RN beheath the standard of conduct that the American people rave expected 
when they elected him. And I think when he falls skEs±xE£ short of the 
V standards that we are reasonably entitled too, that we probably ought to 
think about impeaching him. 
Now, Pve just kinda been kicking this ar ,0;1nd in ~ own mind but I ju§;t -
just cannot accept. can no longer acce12_t the views that we rave got to 
l 1J11i teci to a statutory criminal offense but how you articula t e or define 
yo~ dard - why, it's hard and you- just have to play with it for a 
while - so that 1 s my current thinking on it - but like I say, this is 
something that I'm anxious to hear about as we go and see what others 
have to say. But we talk about impeachment, we 1ve got discretionary 
4 - I 1 ve mentioned before - i t..:§ in our d~iscretion to impeach and it's 
in the Senate 1 s discretion to remove and they can -Xlthe crime i s to 
dec i de to remove. Now traditionally, traditionally, the articles of 
impeachment have been - the verdict has been guilty or not- · - and 
then t e sen ence comes in a di erent tin ou ve ot two o or 
to remove im an a so disable him from holdin further 
or~ So there's a sentence problem in ere u asically I really 
feel like - guilty or not-guilty - is not exactly what the verdict is -
I think they can think he 1 s done all the things he 1 s said he 1 s done but 
it 1 s not sufficient to require his removal in which case the verdict would 
be not-guilty. So they have discretion and bear in mind, ~there's no 
appeal fy~m e~ther one. I wish Jenner knew that. But there's no appeal 
really, for all practical purposes. 
W No universal subject court of appeals on this one ... 
Well, I just wonder kma now, if we impeached him for something that the 
Senate did not consider impeachable, that we did not consider impeachable, 
could the President move to go to the Supreme Court and say quash the 
articles ... I doubt it, I doubt it. Course if the Supreme Court did it, the 
Senate would be in a ticklish position. So would the Supreme Court - we would 
have a confrontatinn - we 1 d have a paralysis in the country. We wouldn't 
know who was President - I don 1 t think that will develop. 
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B The real protection against the House of Representatives going haywire is 
the electorate in the first place and the Senate in the second. Of the 
two, I think the Senate is the weaker ~Rx reed but theyrve got to have a 
2/3rdx vote 0Nzx± over there so thatrs N right big order. 
F ·r11--
w Have you had that meeting yet with Railsback and Cohen and ~aM~ae - and 
some of the others ... 
B Well, I went out to dinner with them - no, really~xNRx~ not, werre meeting 
L,.,., infor·i1'1ail_y all the time. We're go:irlg to meet tomorrow mo · with a briefing 
$,_,,-- from Cates - a run down o n all ec.-=,.,_,._s. An t e meeting has grown, as 
~ told you - I tliink: Hogan is going to be there and~ maybe Sandeman. Sandeman 
~
l,v'../1'i s ~ys his job now is to keep his eyes on the left~ like Railsback and see 
tney don"Ft get too far - (W - did he say that humorously) Oh, yeah, theyrve 
bee~ gether for about 10 years now - maybe 8 years. -










No, no, (W-hers just kiddin Railsback?) no, it tickles me, they - Sandeman 
and Dennis were disappointed that I didnrt have anything to say at the caucus 
t 6day - they are a kinda worried about what I 1 m going to do - so I enjuy ~ 
watcni ii T-- everybody sweat. 
-
I think yourve got them all guessing or at least a little sweating -
No body knows - cause I dontr know. But I really do think .I:,ve got less public 
statements revealing my position on it than anybody else, don 1 t you. 
I think so -
thought were 
ones we hope 
(both laugh) 
I ran into Edwards today in passing and :axk:x.Ng asked him who he 
the uncommitteds among the republicans and he said, well, the 
to get are Railsback and Cohen and Fish and maybe - Butler. 
I think you 1 ve got rem all - they 1 re not quite sure. 
Put this thing out for bid - (W-Right! Open the secret letters, sort of thing. 
Thatts probably good) Did you say he really thought he might lose? (W- on 
the democratic side - no, I didnrt a chance to - the bell started ringing) 
rr11 be curious to know about that. 
But you had some informal discussions with - (B-Oh, yeah) Is there sort 
of - among that four - is there any feeling (B - Am I in that 4- you mentioned?) 
Four - I was thinking of you, and Fish and Railsback and Cohen - is there 
any feeling among the four of sort of being isolated,; ot°' ban3 ing together ... 
or anything like that ... 
No, well, I think that Cohen feels that but no, really but Railsback, hers 
been around, he knows all of those guys and theyrre not goinr to horse him 
and I havenrt been conscious of it. Like you say - no I think maybe itrs 
the other way around. I mean they r re ar.e_mor.e _jnterested in me than they 
w~ herw~ t I don rt feel any strain on my persona--i relation-
s~ th anybody -.. democrat or republican - as a result of this thing. 
And I donrt think anybody N else does. werve got several people who go off 
half cocked - get upset but I havenrt ever any of it was personal and I 
donrt think anybody else does. 
And nobody really has tried to put pressure on in the Xmi!XR sense that yourre 
a dirty rat if you donrt ... r 
Not since that one caucus that Ed Hutchins mentioned that and I think - I 
suspect that they had a little strategy meeting and decided that was the 
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B Wrong way to operate. 
W So there 1 s been no more of that . 
B None of that, none of that . I didn 1 t see any of that today. 
w 
B 
Have you had any invitations - well, no answered that guy yesterday about 
that - no mxsR~Eiazxmci±a±i:©as. Sequoia invitations. 
Well, I did get an invitation ±E from the White House to go to the Kennedy 
Cei:u:er but I think that just came up in the normal rotation. 
Oh, is that the way they do it . 
But anyway, ~ 
/ 
( 
I don 1 t know. But, that 1 s my guess,/ I just respectfully declined. Didn 1 t 
think anything of it. I didn 1 t think I would mention it to that guy and I 
think I avoided - I don 1 t think I i~RNX±Exk:im lied to him but (W-I don 1 t 
think you did.) I 1 m not above it . It 1 s none of his damn business. No, I 
mean, I don 1 t like to be quizzed about - I just think that - I don 1 t think 
the press gains anything by quizzing you on things like that cause obviously ) 
you could distort ±ki.Egxxii.kR that as effort to,g~knowthethe Vice President 
coming down, if the administration wants to put N. ~x/arm on me, that 1 s ~ 
one way to do it. NE~~ Nobody has auggested yet that that 1 s an improper 
- I mean, it 1 s an influence ... but Christ 1 s sake ... 
W Not even Puckett:Uf, huh? Not even Puckett• ? 
B 
w 
Yeah, well, maybe, you know. That thing cuts both ways - maybe he 1 s taking 
me down there bucking for a raise - buckin for a promotion. 
at all 
Yeah, maybe that 1 s right. Have you had any contact;\from the White House from 
h iedersdorf
1 s office. 
{?) 
B / J)flly that one invitation. And that was obviously consuming the House. (or 
v house at the Kennedy Center) (W-You didn 1 t think much of that one way or the 
other) No, don 1 t attach any significance to it. I let it be known in that 
first caucus a long time ago that I thought it was inappropriate for us t o 
b ~ ving any dealings with the White Hooee - and somebody -must have me'"i-itioned 
that to them. I really don 1 t feel like-they 1 ve made anyeffort to contact me. 
Two times and you 1 re familiar with both of them - one time when Ainsworth 
q 
~ , 
called me the night beruore the tapes were issued and tfi is one invitati on. 
W Do you know wka±za~~Ec.cyzRlxexix whether anybody else is getting contacted -
anybody from the committee? 
JJ B I haven 1 t heard them - shoot, I think, I mean, I don 1 t want to stand on my 
~-~ V high horse, that doesn 1 t really offend me, if it proved convenient I think r-:~~ maybe I 1 d just go on the Sequoia or the Kennedy or whatever it was - it just 
; wasn 1 t convenient so I was - simply wasn 1 t convenient so I can take the 
high road. -
W And you haven 1 t heard whether anybody has gone on it ... . 
B I haven 1 t heard anything - Ed ~ utchinson was going to the - he announced to 
me about a week ago that he didn't care what we were doing on the19th, he 
and his wife were going to - had tickets to ~ George. Now I assumed that 
Friedersdorf got him the tickets and Pm a.,s suming that anybody on the Judiciary 
Committee c_ould__ call up t-G the Wh:i::te- Hous..e__ and get the keys - if they wantecl. 
t h-enr=, right now. 
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Cuwff',tW 
W I would think so - get them any tour they wanted, any box. ~'l:l.£lin is the 
oajly one rrve seen who has really complained about that - you probably wa~ 
saw the story - Kauflin of Pa. -
B No, what. 
W He had gotten an invitation to the Kennedy Center, presidential box, and 
invited him to come aboard the Sequoia, cocktails and dinner - I guess it 
would have been last night - he thought it was all (B-waw that in the Post?) 




No, rr11 tell you - thatrs a classic examRle of the way theWhite House 
operates. Larry Kauflin has been off tre 0udiciary Committee for 8 months -
maybe a year - (W - you think maybe they thought he was still on) Yeah, sure, 
they havenrt gotten the word! 
Wouldnrt that be something - (laughter both) Do you and Cohen see each other 
much outside the committee or do you see any of them too much. ./ 
Whew H - not since werve been working. Laat night of course I went out to J 
dinner with some of them - no, really havenrt devel(l)!_:led much social contact 
with them. Donrt think anybody has. 
Yourve been too busy - I guess - and when you go out yourve got your own 
Congressional work ... 
Yeah, and of course, I like to get out here and cool off if I can and my 
wife has been sometimes here since the deliberations have gotten so heavy. 
1: And of course Cohen plays the piano at night so unless you got a piano ... 
I need a piano in the worst way - now where can I get a piano .... B 
w 
B 
Didn 1 t ~RID!! June find one? 
No, never found one. 
) 
We 1 re running another pass at tk2x~kaiEmaRz±0R0RsXiaRE getting the Chairman 
to reconsider the closed meetings question on tkexexta~RSXtRs these particul3r 
testimony on July 3rd but we didnrt get very far with that one. Ai±kEMgk Paul 
orBrien was accompanied by an attorney - a great big .Irishman, John J. 
0 1 Donald, but he handled himself nicely. The law firm that orBrien was 
with was Hanson, orBrien and Butler,soI was impressed with that. 
He was employed by the CRP as the co-counsel in the civil litigation 
originally beginning on June 23rd 1972 and he lasted about a year and then 
he personally withdrew. I think he was scared to death. That 1 s the civil 
litigation arising out of the democratic breakin - you know - all of - Larry 
orBrien was suing them, everybody was x~i suing the republican committee, they 
didn 1 t know what a good thing they bad so that was what his job was. I 
think the main significant thing that we talked about was orBrien meeting 
I 
with 8itman where &itman called him up - you know this whole scenario -
ftitman and orBrien and Howard Hunt is - orBrien popped up in the subsequent 
testimony a whole lot more significant than it had been wh~i~t~Q~ were talking 
to him. You talked kim to him why he only had one little M~~~ nfit after you 
\ 
find out later on - we found out Dean, he was running back and forth to Dean 
and he was all over the place. I think he was scared to death that he was 
going to be indicted - even now - so I just think that orBrien comes through 
~ obably as a nice guy, a good lawyer, and a convincing sort of witness, but 
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B scared to death. And I donrt blame him. He suddenly woke up over his head 
and J 0 hn Dean, he was a nice enough guy, and John Dean suckered him in there 
as well as Bitman - cause Bitman called him up and said come on over here, 
Howard Huntrs here and he wants to talk to you about something and then he 
got over there and Howard Hunt wasnrt available. I mean Bitman was busy on 
the telephone or whatever the reason - Bitman and orBrien donrt agree - but 
it wound up that ~xtmaNzxi:m orBrien WRERzxaikx:agz»atsxW!!zmfxtkex~~eseN~R and 
Hunt were talking outside of the presence of Bitman cause Bitman was too busy 
and then thatrs when Howard Hunt gave them the business about the shake down. 
That was when he tried to shake him down. He said you go over and tell John 
Dean I need $130,000. orBrien says he ran right across the street. Deanrs 
records indicate he was two or three days getting across the street. I donrt 
think that has a whole lot of significance - it was all before - it was all 
by the 19th of March and the interview with the president was on the 21st of 
March so there was amble time and I think the record will straighten xkxxx* it out 
that basically - thatrs enough for our purposes - itrs not nearly as significant 
whether it was the 19th or the 16th - no need to quible about that. $130,000 
It was clearly -
Then when he got over there and talked to Dean, Dean says rrm tired of being 
in themiddle, rrm going to bust the ~xamzxhx:agzN~ goddamn thing up you and 
I are being screwed unconscious we can get stuck with that obstruction of 
justice charge. And that was it. That scared orBrien to death and I thinkr 
he started back peddling from there on. The interesting point~ raised here 
was orBrien said he was Mitchellrs lawyer and he couldnrt answer any 
questions about his relationship with John Mitchell on the grounds of an 
attorney/client relationship. The chairman rules, strangely enough, that 
our committee doesnrt recognize that relationship and therefore ordered 
him to go ahead tmzg0xake and answer it - well, that clears his skirts 
kxs with 0m0NzMix~keil with the law but it sure did shock me. But you 
know we never did do that again for a single witness. Of course, several 
times the question came up of an attorney/ ~iRNR client relationship but 
we never were confronted withcnother ~xsRzx0xEMlRzEID<ix~ occasion to rule on it. 
W No, I mean, did anyone raise a challenge to Rodinors ruling ... 
B No, he jNSx had to anticipate a little bit and he had a little evi - ... or some~ 
~
jhing there and I was just surprised, thatrs all. 
I, f arBrien was anxious according to orBrien (\i- somebody will ci:t§ that some_day as a !~RSXllN presciJi,eD.t) Yeah, rrm sure we will be stuck with it. orBrien was anxious to get to Haldeman and Erlichman - I mean to Haldeman and tell 
him that he thought NR~ they ought to settle this litigation and waive 
executive privilege and settle the Common Cause litigation and permit 
everybody to go before the Watergate - permit him to go before the Watergate 
Committee - he tried to get Haldeman and he finally wound m~ up with Erlichman 
out in San Clemente so we had a little talk about that. As fa~as I under-
stand Erlichman just let it pass, I donrt think he passed it on to the 
. ~ resident. 
rr,~ A lot of conversation - evidence about what was the nature of the demand that 
t'fl.r:-J.J Dean made but I donrt have any problems recognizing that it was a shake 
down in no uncertain terms. Did I tell you that Bitman told us about 
th§.._$250~~00 insurance, I mentioned that bemore didnrt I? Mrs. Hunt - life 
insurance on Mrs. Hunt, when she went down with that plane, she had one of 
hese accident policies, apparently, that brought her a strqj.ght $250,000. 
o all of this time that they were running around feeling sorry for Hunt, he 
had $250,000 in his pocket. But apparently, everytime I asked everybody about 
it, they said it was general~ knowledge. I didnrt know it was general knowledge. 
J>age 
B 
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strictly 
I was sympathetic with Hunt until I knew that but that just discretly, 
mean, it makes it clearly not a plea for mercy - itrs a shake down, a 
blackmail. I donrt believe that orBrien contributed much ... 
rJ~ 
W Was he Doarrs witness? 
B orBrien was one that St. Clair wanted to call because of his relationship 
to this - now have we talked about LaRue? 
W No. 
B LaRue came after orBrien and N Jenner examined LaRue (W- and LaRue was on 
~ the same day - right - July 3rd.) Yeah, a little bit Ja ter on the same day. 
_A_J''Jenner ... LaRue looked a lot older than I thought - than I thought he could 
~~ be - he looked at Jenner all the time and not at the committee - hers just 
kind of 'a"""SliiTFy appearing guy - hers also kinda whipped - youknow, hers 
j ~ t go'!ng along but yo iT1<now ,- I don rt think he - I thW his confidence has 
been pretty well destroyed by this thing - that was my feeling. He was down 
At Key Biscayne when they made the decision - or ostensibly made the decision 
to - on March 30th 1972 to have a survayeilence operation - you know - a 
campaign intelligence operation - and thatrs the dispute about what Mitchell 
had to say about that but thatrs been kicked a~ around - the other thing that 
LaRue attended was - thatrs been kicked around you know thatrs the situation 
where Mitchell says no body - I mean he just dismissed it out of hand. LaRue 
doesnrt have quite that impression but it was kinda tabled. But anyway, 
subsequent to that, they went to Colson and Colson called up - no subsequent 
to that Liddy and Hunt went to Colson and said I canrt get any action out 
of MacGruder and Colson called him up on the phone and said you listen to 
these guys. McGruder took that as an instruction to go forwand and he did. 
And that was the beginnmng. The Genesis of it. And thatrs where - then 
they proceeded from there on - into the Elsberg - excuse me - head for 
the democratic ~~mmi±tRe national committee. 
~ \ I made a little note here that Jenner has a way of putting his hands together 
~ / between his knees while examining witnesses. Now this referrs to the 
~ v testimony of Jenner - the examination of Jenner back on the 2nd or 3rd of March 
- now today or yesterday, I felt he was tired and worn out and hers got a 
tendency to put his hands sort of visor-like, one hand visor-like on his 
forehead and I really feel like this has been aphysical drain on him and 
then he tops that off with the republican caucus taking off on him. I think 
the old guy has suffered, certainly he was so tired yesterday with the 
examination of Kalmback that he was - you know - repeating questions and not 
listening to answers and its too bad. 
W Just an aside - but - is that staff going to be able to take a rest somewhere 
along the line - (B-I think so.) inbetween, say there is a vote for impeach-
ment ... 
B Well, ±kfe~R theyrre going to have to write the report and then there will be 
plenty of resting time. 
W Who takes - from a staff standpoint - do they stay on for a trial in the 
Senate? 
B Yeah, absolutely. They would have to be the - yes. 
W Presumably, they would be able to take a vacation for a couple of weeks 
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OK. That 1 s right. We 1 re tack to LaRue again arent we. Then we went down 
on the 17th of June when aRue - when they got this call out there in 
California. All of this nas been testified to a thousand times - they 
had bEeakfast - you know - and I don 1 t really xkxng think we 1 re accomplishing 
much with that. Then we came back Monday, - evidently we didn 1 t finish him 
on Friday and came back on Monday, July 8th - I was a little late getting 
there but I don 1 t see anytlimng that was very important in his testimony. 
I mean we went through the evidence but nothing in there very shocking. 
of when 
He was still relating to the pmmnt wke~e the payoff was made -
Yeah, well, all of that, of course, every little thing - he had to - that 
he was involved in, why we 1 ve got that here. 
Did that questioning x seem more significant to you then than it does & now. 
Exactly when that money changed hands and who authorized it, when and 
on and so forth. 
think that that was the one point that St. Clair was trying to develop 
is the point that he made today that John Dean c ould have gone on and 
played tennis just as well as seen the president on the 21st of March 
and the money ~llMZ~0NXMZNIDreXBReNz~assRa would have been payed and I ·v / 
think that 1 s proven - from my thoughts it 1 s been proven - but like I say_VJ,/ 
the resident knew about it - the fact that b ail was bein paid -
certainly y th ause e mo a~sex0~aNz~eaa I mean, 
~ L'.'.:-JQ n ean clearly said, we 1 ve paid him a lot ~N o money ... 
W And the implicatmnn xk of St. Clair 1 s is that somebody else set it in 
motion .... 
B Yeah, right. (W- Who does he - ~~EsexEka c ourse thatrs not his j~~ job, 
I guess, to imply who else might have set it in motion, but if Dean didnrt. 
I mean, is he trying to indicate that Dean did - or persons unknown - some-
body who was off on their own.) No , I think he says, Dean set it in motion 
when he passed the word from 0 1 Brien to LaRue - I 1 m out of the money 
business - you check with John Mitchell - and he did and he did. (W- Oh, 
I see.) Now, Tuesday, July 9th was my friend William O1 Bitman. Have you 
got him before. 
Now I have a note here. We gR began on - that 1 s Tuesday the 9th and today 
is July 18th - I have a note that we began this meeting when Wiggins and 
Mcclory asked John DonE where 1 s his thenries memorandum that he 1 s been 
promising and he says I 1 ll have it to you by the weEkend. And today, I 
think, we were promised it by tomorrow morning. 
The ~ing - this guy is a former Dept. of Justice attorney - he 
prosecuted Jimmy Hoffa, Bobby Baker and he 1 s a partner in H0 gan and Hudson, 
which is a big law firm here, very big law firm. But if he isn 1 t the 
damnest thing - he 1 s on the fringe of the practice_:- if he operates often 
1· id i · · - and that of course was interesting about 
:;.:::.,,_..:.;.:=~-:--==~'-=-' ....... --:--G-f ~Bitman, I don 1 t think he contribute muc to 
our knowledge about the problem except the money he was handling - $166,000 
for representing Hunt and the way he got the money and all of these 
things - he got a thousand dollars the first day and then he had all sorts 
of meetings and he said he had 15 lawyers or so working on it - hers been 
out a thousand - and then he pled guilty and now hers trying to get out 
of the guilty plea - you know - cause - Hunt is g trying to get out of the 
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keep time records - very good time records, rrm sure. And hers run up a 
$50,000 fee and even more but then we got through all of the shake down 
of how the $75,000 was passed from LaRue to Bitman by left in the mail 
box out in the front of Bitmanrs house but the ironical thing is that 
Bitman says he didnrt get any of that money - that he gave the money to 
Hunt and he didn 1 t get any of it back. But - Hunt paid him $60,DOO - _but 
he said that was money left over from the insurance. T~mpj~tseesting part 
of that is - Bitman didnrt want some kinda of a trust :im£Rsx on this blackmail 
money and have-to go back. And his firm's been right hard on fiJJTI - they've-
Pctt::::1!!:! ;:a; ~ne~ if a trust account - $156,000 - even now -_,he has been 
ki~ked of• as let as a partner but theyrve got k that money hung up in 
a trust account - which means an escrow account - which means it beTorrgs t~ 
tli.em buf 1:ney're not going to turn lose of it until they think itrs free -
but I don 1 t think he endeared himself to his partners by that. I was just 
shocked that this guy was acting almost full time as a bag man or a messenger 
boy for Hunt - you see Hunt was paroid almost on his mail being checked and 
all tha~ sort of thing - so he was having mail delivered to him care of 
Bitman and Bitman was delivering it and the money was being delivered 
surupitiously just like something out of James Bond - and - but rrm surprised 
to find a reputable lawyer allowing himself to get into that position. But 
~hat was ~Raii~ the only fhing I really got out of it. 
Bitman was the guy who getting paid off by pilas~wi~z 
·Thatrs right - he was getting paid off from Mr. Rivers. Bitman didnrt know a 
thing that would hurt him - 1r11 say that for hJJTI. There Was a little 
interesting exchange in there he said that - Bitman said something about this 
thing ran up - ran into a whole lot more legal work than he had anticipated 
when he was employed and St. Clair waid well, I understand that position 
entirely - which brought forth some laughter. Well there isn 1 t any doubt 
about it, Mr. Bitman denied any knowledge of any kind of a blackmail, 
shakedown ·ct ro o and I 1 m sure everybody else did too but itrs 
har to equate that with t e surup ious manner in w ed. 
W Yeah, did anybody raise that -
B Well, everybody raises that question, Bitman, I suspect is - and Bitman was 
embarrassed about it - you know this is the second time he has appaaEed Eefore 
our committee. He appeared in the Gerald Ford hearing as a lawyer for 
Wolfson and - in both instances - he had in effect - to contradict the 
testimony of another lawyer - this time it was O1 Brien ... I.hat time it was 
a guy who was named Bec_ker who is now with Dill., Cramer. So I think 
that's ironical - or coincidental - so I 1 m just a little bit shocked 
to find a man of a firm of that quality carrying on the way he did but 
his relationship - I doubt if he ever met the president - so his 
relationship with the president certainly doesn 1 t add much. 
W Does one come away from the Bitman testimony with the feeling that it 
certainly wasnrt - I mean humanitarian aspects involved in paying these 
guys this money because of the suruptitious nature of it. 
W
~ld: No, but he did develop a very strong personal relationship with Howard 
~ unt and was anxious - and I think he was concerned about Howard Hunt committing 
uicide - but I think he did evidence some compasion for him and his family. "'o \ e got to know him quite well. The - this embarrassing sequence took place 
and Colson talked about this and it was new to me - the significance of 
/<"'I\ whether the conversatinn betweenithe payment of the $75,000 took place on /{'4 the 20th or the 21st - course/it took place clear~y o~ the 20th~ that ~ould 
enhance - you know - the St. Clair theory. Sometime in the spring of 73, 
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B no in January of 1 74, I believe, Breshov called Colson and Shapiro and 
said when did this payment take place - I 1 ll dig that date out - the last 
payment take place/ Shapiro, who is Colson 1 s lawyer, called Bitman and 
said when was it. Bitman says it 1 s the 20th. Shapiro told Colson. Colson 
called bakk Busshart - Busshart said check again - Colson called Bitman 
himself that time and he verified that it was the 20th and then his testimony 
in the Grand Jury indictment came out - it was on the 21st - even the 
~L ~ president got involved in that and callid Colson or something and they 
~
)'T.1 '-t. called Bitman back and he cuihldnt remember the conversation with Colson and 
Shapiro and all those guys - the implication in here is that Bitman changed 
hi~story to avoid indictment - I think - I mean thatts the impl:imtion but 
,v"" I kinda question that but I accept Colson 1 s view that he checked with 
.  Bitman and told the White House it was the 20th The White House got 
"1(" themselves out on a limb and that was the point St. Clair made again today, 
if, here werve taken euideuce for 6-8 weeks, 3:Qd. WQrX!e coofused about it, 
q 
w 
tne witnesses are can fused, tb izik confused the president I@Pli must l3'e ... 
and under those circumstances do 1 • acted properly - maybe 
s o now. Thatts not - I think the thing to do when you get in 
that situation is call in somebody to take over and not sit there and 
try to puzzle it out at the time. 
One thing Bitman N said, you know - Hunt and 0 1 Brien down at the end of the 
hall had talked about the seemy things that Hunt was going to reveal. And 
Bitman says it was much much later ~Rx~ befoee he heare about the seemy 
things comment. I question that. That 1 s about it on Bitman. Now, letrs 
see, I told you he didnrt have a lawyer - I think that 1 s right. I believe 
he showed up without a lawyer. 
John N. Mitchell was next and we talked about that befoee, haven 1 t we? 
Okay, my friend, I believe thatrs it. 
I think we could have disposed of them quickyly if we had - and I fault 
Doar and JenIB'.' for that - hells bells - if the White House wanted them for 
their witnesses, RN~ they should have been allowed to esamine them on the 
one, two three - and thatts all we wanted them for. Excuse me, thatrs 
all St. Clair wanted them for - thatts all they were called for. Now 
Colson, wanted to testify himself. So we let him fo.nki mean I wasnt 
talking to him - Colson wanted to testify himself/-rfltm6~y·~eally wanted 
to talk to him but these other guys, they were just involved in this 
$75,000 - I think Jenner and Doar were outsmarted by St. Clair - I mean 
we 1 ve given emphasis out of all proportion to the ----------to the whole case. There isnrt any doubt about Doar 
O'.f it - and it would be interesting to go back and see 
but my view of it is that the $75,000 - actual payment 
not so much that the president ordered it paid - there 
he had - and I think St. Clair has certainly shaken us 
shaken me completely but it 1 s still he said to do j 
~ "rsiii A--IA-rif+ "'Y'lnT"'\r"\i>i+ .;-F r-r. ..f!?..,"V'i ,.,,... I l r ..-.1""'\-r., -c1r"\,, 1,.,. ,.....r-....-., an a ---rre u. .Lu.,, 
was never reported to the 
aN0::t:~REXEXBg2XENiNg:,.z~0NztiasE 
I mean, in my view 
what my view was, 
of it is significant 
was a time when I thought 
in that - 12:IH~::t:ai:ai~ 
d he condoned it 
lackmail attempt 
1 __ _ _ _ ..1... L _ ..1... t _ 
about the lR earlier break in at the democratic national headquarters, no 
body has been charged with that - no body has been with the illegal wire 
tapR, or no body has jumped on nothing - and tha.trs strange - cause it 
was successful - it doesntt mean they ought charged with a crime but itrs just 
amazing. But of course the articles of impeachment will probably have that 
in there. (W- the ______ tape?) 
That point you raised about the president having said, do it - get the $75,000 
or words to that effect, even if it had been paid two or three days before, 
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R W thatrs troubled me a little bit and rrve thought about it in terms of the 
business man who has a good staff person who anticipates, but his boss is 
going to say - or a congressman, whatever , and maybe two or three days 
before, he k needs a speech written, he knows the boss is going to say write 
me a speech on :i:t this thing coming up - and the guy has got the speech 
written two DD three days before, couple days ~R£E~R later he goes in 
and the bo~s says hoW about writting me a speech on this event beaming up 
and the guy says okay - but you know, itrs been done but the will is still 
V'~ ~2.; ~#1 /J/~boss ... 
~
eah, that's rigHt - there isnrt any 
president says goddamn don't do that 
the phone and said donrt to that and 
question XR about it in my mind if ~tf] 
- John could have run out and grabged 
it would not have happened. 
W Even though it had been somewhat set in motion - he would rave busted his 
balls to turn it around . . . 
Yourre dern right, yeah, 
B ~ e aho/ BEZEZRz~0N1gzkmce knowing what a sycophant John Dean was he would 
B.l(R have gone out there and intercepted the message and ~itt~ at the mail 
box -
W So that in a way doesnrt become almost technical, the whole ... 
B Well, sure, itrs technical, but you 
technical - it comes back basically 
do we want for the President of the 
how it comes out. 
know, crime is - criminal law is highly 
what kinda - what standard of performan~ 
United States and rr11 be curmmus to se:J 
